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ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON LKBOR, EMPLOYMENT, & CONS U~4ER AFFAIRS 

:.~tober 31' 1977 

"v 

ASSEMBLYMAN JACK FENTON: The Chai~manhasbeen delayed 

on the freeway, so I'll staTt because We're running behind already. 

Thank you all_for being here. This hearing today is a study of 

the relationship between the retailer and the low-income consumer. 

Our idea in these hearings is to find out what is going on and 

what, if anything, we can do about it, After all, the more 

prosperous person tends to be more sophisticated and able to 

deal with r~p-offr~ yet so much that the consumer moyement does 

seem to be directed toward the middle-income people instead of 

the poor. All right, our first witness today will be Shirley 

Goldinger. 

Fo~ those of you who haven't testifiedbefore a com- 

mittee before today, when you come up identify yourself and tell 

us who you are, your name and what you do. We'll appreciate it. 

Ready Shirley? While you're coming up I'll introduce the 

memuers, We have on our far right, from up North. Assemblyman 

Art Agnos and Assemblyman ~,ike Gage. The southern members 

will be here ver, Z shortly, I'm sure. 

in the tra0ffic too. 

I guess they got stuck 

MS. SHIRLEY GOLDINGER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

My name is shirley Gold lnger. X'm the Director of Consumer 

Affairs fGr the County of Los Angeles and I represent a depart- 

ment that came into being in April of 1976. We haven't been 

in business for a long time, but I think we have an interesting 

track record to date in that we have received over 7,000 

4_ 



complaints, over 50,O00 telephone calls relative to consumer 

problems, and have raturned to-consumers in.restitution, con- 

tracts, res~inded~ and services redone about three quarters of 

a million dollars. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: Shirley, have you. been able to 

determine the economic level of the people for whom you perform 

these services? Do you have something on that? 

MR. GOLDINGER~z There is nothing on our complaint 

forms that indicates the socioeconomic level ofthe people who 

bring us their complaints. We have divided them according to 

distriCt~ in the county, howe~ero The largesS~number are~.- 

in the districts represented by Supervisor Edelman and Super- 

visor Hahn. 

@ 

® 
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ASSEMBLYMAN PENTONz The only thing about Supervisor 

Edelman's district, which I'm in, is that it goes from East 

Los Angeles, which would be lower economic, out to Beverly 

Hills, which woUld be considered a little bit better off 

economically. 

MS. GOLDINGE~: A bit. That's correct. 

@ 

@ 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTONs Your department doesn't dis- 

ting~ish by economic group, apparently. Maybe someone else 

will be able to help us on that because that's the concern of 

the chairman and others, abuse in low income areas. But go 

ahead, Shirley. 

MS. GOLDINGER~ I have brought some caseswith me 

from consumer complaints ~n low income areas that I'm going to 

speak very briefly about. ~he largest category of consumer 

complaints to date is still the one that's been around-with us 
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• in the Southern California area for years and is related to 

automobiles. The next one is mail order, which iscoming up in 

a large number of complaints: people who send their money off 

and do hot receive any goods in return for it, The third one0 

which is an area that is getting larger and larger all the time, 

is that to do with residences and tenant-landlord complaints. 

All of those affect lower income consumers. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: Let me ask you, having been the 

D author of the Three-Day Cooling-Off Period Bill, myself, about 

the extent of door-to-door sales. Listening to you, they occur 

minimally now, if guess, the door-to-door home sales that we 

D used to have the big complaints about7 you know, the siding 

and all that. That sales approach still used? 

MS. GOLDINGER: Well, I think there is still some of 

it going on. There are definitely more door-to-door sales 

abuses in the lower income areas, where people are less mobile 

and so many people are selling things door-to-door. For 

example, one of the complaints that came to us from a number 

of people concerned individuals who sell photograph albums and 

pictures door-to-door. They may start out with a free coupon 

and pretty soon they've got the whole thing up to a $300°00 

contract and the buyer doesn't know how he got into it. He 

wants to know how to get out of it. 

! ASSEMBLYM/h~ FENTON: 

carry the three-day cool-off? 

Shirley, do those contracts 

You know, the one that my 

bill had, telling people that they have three days within 

which to change their mind? 

MS. GOLDINGER: I would have to stop and read t~he 
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contract. I can do it at the end and get back to you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: All right, fine. I'm just curious. 

MS. GOLDINGER: Ok. Appliances, furniture, and house- @ 

hold remodeling and re~air, in that order, are the next categories 

of problems that we see coming into our offices. Generally, 

we presuppose that a consumer knows that he or she should shop @ 

around for the best buy available, what we call comparison 

shopping. He or she should get all the facts on which to base 

a wise decision and know his or her rights in the event O£ an @ 

unsatisfactory transaction: where to go for help, how to 

respond to legal action. Low income consumers rarely meet any 

of these crlterJ.a. They lack, in many instances, the education, @ 

knowledge and sophistication to even recognize poor quality or 

substitution of one kind of good or service for another. I was 

at my office one day , after office hours, and the telephone @ 

kept ringing. I picked it up and a woman said to me, "My husband 

and I bought a car over the weekend o We went to look for a 

station wagon and the salesman said he sold us a station wagon. @ 

When we got home our neighbor said it was a ha tchback. What 

do I do~" Well, I think all of us sitting here wonder how 

an~yone could do this~ But there are areas in which people, @ 

perhaps, do not know this difference and in the lower income 

areas many of the people in that area are sold nhings or 

defrauded and given things other than ~hat they came to buy. @ 

The low income consumers are most prone to shop in their own 

neighborhood because of such factors as language difficulties, 

or because they want to ~lalk to the store7 perhaps it's a family • 

in which the husband takes the car in the morning to get back 
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and forth to work and they have to walk to shop. Many times 

they will send children to'shop. Many times they are afraid to 

.• shop in middle-or high-income areas for fear o~ being looked 

down upon and easy credit is offered to them in their own area. 

Many of those people rely on credit to buy fo~,d. They will send 

i~ a child to the market to pick up a loaf of bread or a bottle of 

• milk and tell him to tell the clerk, "I'll pay you on the week- I J 
end when I get my welfare check." And so, if you send children 1 

~• to the market to do shopping, it has tO be close by because 

safety is a factor. Studies have shown that the poor do pay 

more for what they buy. In terms of food 'shopping, what's 

~• available to them many times is lower quality meat andproduce 

that's on the vezge of spoiling. In terms of furniture and 

• appliance buying, in which there's been a study, they pay more 

• for the easy Credit, they pay more fur the hi~h~c initial price 

tag before the credit costs are tacked on, and they're paying 

~more because they're getting poor quality and less service. 
0 
• ' ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: What you're saying, Shirley, is 

that they don't have to go out of their area--the shopkeepers 

in their own area are the ones who are basically charging them 

~ more for these particular things or giving them less goods with 

less qUality, etc. 

~ MS. GOLDINGER: That is correct, yes. The poor are 

an easy target for unscrupulous sales techniques and their @ 
capacity to protect themselves from fraud and deception and 

misrepresentation is usually limited. Sometimes they're not 

aware, most of the time, that they're being defrauded. They 
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certainly aren't aware of their rights and many times they're 

1 
afraid to say anything. Typesof pressures, or high pressure 

sales tactics in their areas include misrepresentation of the O 

price of goods, substitution of inferior goods for.those that 

they selected and ordered, the sale of reconditioned goods as 

new, bait and switch salesw denial of the right to exchange • 

merchandise, the promise of free merchandise, promise of refunds, 

and £nducement of outright m~netarygifts. SOmetimes sales 

a s  . persons represent themselves " being government officials We 

had a "case of someone moving into the county from out of thJ~ 

area and being ~old that everyone in the county had to 5uy a 

water softening device. They bought one and then found out that • 

there was no law in L.A. County saying that you must buy a Water 

softening device. They were sold this by a door-to-door salesman 

and couldn't find the salesman afterwards. So misrepresentations O 

are made £1t many forms. The poor are those who must ~ake every 

penny count. They don't have a margin for error. Sometimes, 

• in granting or in working towards getting more money in welfare @ 

for the poor, we would do just as well i5 we could educate 

them to get better value for their purchasee. After all, ~F 

money is turned around and lost in terms of a poor transactlon, @ 

that money isn't going to do them any good. There needs to be, 

not necessarily a formal type of consumer education for people 

who are in the lower income levels, but a way to teach people • 

how to make better value judgements when spending their money. 

There needs to be some kind of consumer education that is 

meaningful to their problems and presented in a way that's 
o 

most useful for them. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: How would you do this with peopJe? 

Sometimes the interest just isn't there. We can"t legislate 

education as such, you understand. What we're trying to deters. 

mane is whether therE's anything legislatively we can do to 

solve these problems. What you're talking about is more 

administrative. Your group would have adult c~asses for 

consumers, maybe. How would you figure, Shirley, you might get 

people to come? You know, a lot of people probably don't like 

some of these stores, they just shop there as a matter of 

convenience. "We don't have money, we know we' re paying more." 

But how would you interest them in going to classes? 

MS. GOLDINGER: I think that if English is a second 

language, and it is for so many people in Southern California 

both in the Spanish-speaking community and in the large number 

of Asian people, then you have to give this education in their 

language. They should know that the law now says if a merchant 

negotiates a sale in Spanish he's got to give the customer a 

contract in Spanish, so that he or she will understand what 

it is they'roe signing. They have to Be educated no~ to sign 

someth~i~.g that has blank spaces that someone else will fill in 

later. They have to be able to recognize a contract. I just 

finished testifying for a health spa hearing and so many people 

there said that they signed pieces of paper and didn't know it 

was a contract~. They couldn't recognize the contract ~o begin 

with. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FI~NTON: Well, I don't think we have too 

much ~f a language barrier today. For instance, in the East 

Los Angeles area, most of the business people will be speaking 
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Spanish to these people. Bu~ what you say about how y~u get them 

to read the contract and how you get them to understand it, 

that's our problem. 

MS. GOLDINGER~s It w0uld be interesting to know in 

how many of the cases wh~re they negotiate the contract in 

Spanis h people are getting a copy of it.r It's a 'law that I 

would like to see enforced. It's one that the Legislature put 

on the books and we hay~ no knowledge o~ whether that's being 

enforced. And so that is one thing that we need to know. 

AS.~EMBLYMAN FENTON.- You r department doesnt t send 

out people who are presumably consumers to go to some of these 

stores, do your Do you do things l~ke that? 

MS. GOLDINGER: Yes, we are getting ready to do that 

kind of a survey. We have recently done a survey in another area 

and that one wi.11 be a good one. We have this complaint from a 

gentleman who bought a used 1973 Ford station wagon in 1976. He 

alleged that the vendor made oral misrepresentations as to the 

• total price of the car, monthly payments and the interest. 

Furthermore, the consumer could only speak Spanish and at no • 

time during the course of the transaction was the consumer 

offered a Spanish language contract. On the basis of that, 

we had the whole transaction cancelled. They were breaking " 

the state law. Another complaint that we got in, that could 

use some looking into, is that people are sending goods to 

Mexico but they are never received. They're told at this end 

that it wall be delivered there and we have cases in our files 

that show, after delays of one year, that the goods that were 
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sent were never delivered. R~is is a big problem with inter- 

national carriers and people sending goods to Mexico from lower 

income areas. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: Is it that the merchant isn't 

Send£ng them out or is there a problem with delivery? What did 

you find? 

MS. GOLDINGER: Well, they say that the Mexican 

government has changed many of the laws for transporting goods 

and so some things are sitting in warehouses somewhere. And 

so, a misrepresentation is made here in Los Angeles about What 

will take place upon delivery in Mexico. That, I think, has 

some international ramifications. Many times people do not 

realize that if they fail to make payments On some Qf the things 

they ~uy then those things may be repossessed. They don't 

• understand that they will get a bad credit ra~•ng and maybe 

even suffer harassment that will result in the loss of employ- 

ment. So they need to be educated as to what happens when one 

"doesn't meet one's contractual agreements. In an FTC report 

on installment credit and retail sales practices, 93% of the 

total sales made in low income areas in furniture and appliances 

involved the use of installment credit whereas in middle and 

higher income areas it was 27~/o. That's a very telling figure; 

you can see that one of the reasons the shopping is done when 
i 

it is iS because they feel that it will be an easy credit 

situation for them. And without credit buying, they feel they 

cannot buy. Maybe people need to be educated to save or set 

aside money for making a cash purchase in a way that doesn't 

-9- 
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tie up funds and put them in a situation where they may even- 

tually end up in the courts with a repossession or garnished 

wages. Many times in poor areas large chain stores do not 

have branches, or there are a very limited number of discount 

stores. Such department stores are not available to them, so 

they cannot use these places as readily as people in middle and 

higher income. Another one of the things that we're concerned 

about in the department isthe electroni~fund transf%-r Systems. 

At some point, and this is up the road but I bring it to your 

attention SO you will watch the situation, the banks with branches 

in the low income areas may feel that ie's to their advantage 

economically to take the branch office away and put in machine 

banking instead. That means that people in lower income areas 

will not have the benefit of going into banks and receiving at 

least some minimal financial counselling. Theywill be unable 

to borrow money close by from people that they know - or are 

acquainted with and who know them and their problems. I bring 

it to your attention in hopes that you will watch for that kind 

of a situation and guard consumers against it. In some in- 

dustries, now, the practice is to Use zip codes in making 

economic decisions. One citT, and it might be in your assembly 

district, was constituted as a separate city° It changed ~ts 

zip code and consequently i~s insurance rates changed; they 

became lower. So, if insurance companies are basing ratings 

on zip codes, and if the credit departments of department 

stores are basing credit ratings on zip codes, I think this 

needs to be looked into because this is a geographical dis- 

crimination which hurts the poor. I think it's a necessary thing the 
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Legislature should be aware of. I think, in sUmmary, that it 

is important to realize that the poor do pay more, that their 

goods are in most part inferior. They may not recognize it but 

they do need help and they need it from the State Legislature 

and f~om law enforcement agencies that enforce laws against 

consumer kinds of crimes. They need to know where to gO for 

help--to agencies such as ours, the County Department of 

Consumer Affairs ~ Los Angeles. I thank you very much for 

giving me the opportunity to speak° 

• ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: Thank you, Sh!rley~ 

ASSEMBL~ MICHAEL GAGE: Ms. Goidinger, I'm very 

sympathetic and i agree with almost everything you've said. 

Beyond~ consumer ed!..cation, beyond the laws we ha,ve in existence 

on the books, what action do you recommend the Legislature take 

to better protect consumers in low income areas? I'm a little 

bit at a loss regarding actual legislative programs. What 

actionwould you recommend to the Legislature to take? " 

MS. GOLDINGER~: Well, for one thing you should know 

if ~he laws that you have already passed are being enforced. 

Are ef£orts that have been made by consumer advocates and the 

Legislature to help people actually useful? Are we using all 

the tools that you have given us already? Can any of them be 

improved? Do any of them need to be reevaluated? Have some 

of them backfired in the way that...are they being used in the 

way that you had thought they would be used when you passed 

them? So I think perhaps you need to go back and take a look 

at some of those laws. There is a book that's put out by the 

-11- 
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Attorney Genera iT six books of the consumer fraud section of 

the consumer protection laws. I think one of the real shockers 

to me when I came to work for the county was to find out that 

nobody had ever prosecuted a case under Song-Beverly which was 

to protect people in California in terms of warranties and 

guaranties. So I think~u need to go back and reevaluate that 

situation. That's one place to begin with. And then are 

other agencies that you have set in motion and in place to help 

consumers, are they doing this? Are all of thesethings that 

you have already done, are they be~ng used to their maximum 

abilitY? And if not, why not? 

ASSE~BLI'MA ~_= N ART AGNOS: Ms0. Goldinger, do you have 

any records of chronic abusers of consumers in lowincome 

areas? 

MS. GOLDI~GER~ I'm sure we do, yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: What do you do about them? Do 

you publicize them? 

MS. GOLDINGER: We are not a law enforcement agency, 

so what we do is we bring them to the attention of law enforce- 

ment agencies such as the district attorney's office for the 

County of Los Angeles and the district attorney's office for 

the City of Los Angeles. 

ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: There wouldn't be any law 

enforcement required in simply publicizing the names of the 

chronic abusers as an abuser of consumers in their area. 

MS. GOLDINGER: Our records are open so %hat that 

information is available. 

ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: But you don't take any actions 

to publicize them, say, in the newspaper or release a report 
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that would indicate X company had been cited for a number of 

violations within a calendar year. 

MS. GOLDINGER: No, we have not yet ~aken that kind of 

action. 

ASSE-'~LYMANAGNOS: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: Then what you're advocating, to 

conclude, is that we take al I the consumer protection laws that 

we have relative to city attorne~ districtoattorney, 

and so forth, hold a study on that, bring the people in and say, 

"Hey, why haven'~ you done anything on the Song-Beverly, why 

haven't you done anything on the Fenton Three Day Bill, what's 

your resultm, What do you do, why and so torsi? At this point, 

that's all we can do from what you say. 

MS. GOLDINGER: I'm not saying that maybe things 

have not been done... 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: No, I understand. But to see, 

if ~hey have problems, why they have the~, and if necessary, 

as you say, to amend ~he laws if they need some help. Well 

maybe we'll get some word from our next witness, Mr. Pines, 

maybe can help us. Thank you very much, Shirley. Well, we'll 

take Mr. Be~t Pines, the City Attorney, so he can get back to 

the city affairs. Come ahead, Bert. Maybe he can tell us why 

they haven't done anything under the Song-Beverly Act, Shirley. 

MR. BURT PINES: Mr. Chairman, members of the 

committee, I want to thank you for holding this hearing. I'm 

the city Attorney of Lo ~ Angeles and as such have responsibility 

for prosecuting consumer fraud matters in the City of Los 

-13- 
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Angeles. Our office prosecutes the vast majority of consumer 

fraud cases in the city and of course we handlethe cases 

referred to us fromthe County Bureau of Consumer Affairs, 

the Police Bunko Forgery Section, the Health Department, Bureau 

of Weights and Measures, all the county and state agencies that 

do the investigative work. We have a staff of some seven 

attorneys. I set up this unit. I've been involved in the 

consumer fraud business prosecuting ~ these cases for some four 

and a half years now and we've obtained millions of dollars 

in restitution for victims of fraud and have had a wide variety 

of experience in this area. I thinker's particularly important 

for a committee like this to focus on consumer frauds against 

the poor and the elderly because those people are particularly 

ripe pickings for con artists who seek to prey upon their hopes 

and dreams, whether it's an undocumented worker who wants 

citizenship in the United States, or a person who wants an 

extm3 room for the kid~ or a person who wants educational 

.material so their kids can have a better life. The poor and 

elderly are particularly vulnerable because ~,ey're not aware 

of a lot of our laws and customs.. It's not easy for them to 

protect themselves, And often they're just prone to being 

over-powered by the co'artists. It's difficult for un- 

documented worker to come forward because'he~6£she'~ea-r-6 

deportation. 

It's difficult for a patient in a nursing home to 

come forward because he or she may feel retaliation. And 

that's why I think it's important for government..for your 

committee to take an active role in this area. 
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I want to begin my remarks by focusing on one particular 

area of abuse in o~r community that is particularly serious 

and those are the frauds against the Spanish-speaking community. 

We have a large Spanish-speaking community and they're prone to 

all kinds of frauds. Not only the cons~uner frauds that apply 

to all poor comn~unities because people are unaware of their 

rights or disadvantag~ but more prone because of the diffi, 

culties with the language, the unfamiliarity with our customs 

and in many cases of the fear of being deported or the result 

of that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: Is Shirley ccErect that there's 

never been any prosecutionunder the Song-BeverlyWarranty Act? 

MR. P//~ES: I'm not sure. We brought a number Of 

prosecutions for fraudulent representations. I don't know if 

it's been under that act or not, but we've certainly prosecuted 

a lot of fraud. 

Let me identify one area that's of particular concern 

to us and those are the frauds practiced by some immigration 

consultants in East Los Angeles. I think that's been an area of 

abuse and it's an area where there should be some legislative 

assistance. We've had a number of convictions in one case 

where the defendant was convicted of six months in jail. He 

operated at an immigration consultant firm that obtained $200 

frem each illegal alien or undocumented worker regardless of 

whether they could qualify for citizenship and the agency 

represented that the agency could obtain citizenship or 

status for these people and of course it was a fraudulent 
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representation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON:o We don't license these people 

d o  we ? 

MR. PINES: No, you do not, and that's one of the 

things I urge you to consider. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FERTON: Right. 

MR. PINES: In another case, the immigration con- 

sultant got thirty days in jail because he obtained $500 from 

a victim based on the representation that the consultant could 

obtain legal status for the individual within nine months. 

Even if the person could have qualified it would have taken 

twenty-eight months as a m~imum. That's another exa,,ple. 

In another situation 6fa person operating an org~aniza- 

tion that catered to undocumented workers, he was convicted of 

fraudulent practices and sentenced to a year in Jail. Here 

again, there were repEesentations that they could obtain 

legal status when in fact, those representations were false. 

So, I think that's one area where the Legislature can do some- 

thing. I think there's a strong case for requiring immigration 

consultants ho be licensed. How far you want to go is up to 

you but certainly there could be some basic registration 

requirements, some basic security bond requirements, some 

basic inspection of records requirements so that the state 

would be able to see just what the person is doing and I urge 

you to consider that area: 

ASSEMBLYMA/I FE~ON: Do you have that someone on 

your staff who can come up with a recommendation on that and 

I'm sure anyone of us, I'd particularly be happy to book into 
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it but I wouldn't know where to begin, whereas, your people who 

are more advertent may come up with suggestions from which we 

can take off. 

MR. PXNES: We'd be happy to put together a program in 

that area. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: Would you? Because I know that's 

very bad~-anybody who would just put a shingle out andput 

immigration consultant. The Federal has no regulations on them 

either? 

MR~ PINES: Well, they limit who can practice before 

the immigration service. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: I know that, but X mear~ out in 

the street. 

MR. PINES= NO, and you've got a lot of people who, 

as you say, put up a shingle and call themselves an immigration 

consultant and then defraud people~ Now, there are many who 

really do provide some good services. I'm talking about the 

' bad apples~ But I think there's a case here for licensing in 

that area. 

In addition, while the Legislature has passed a law 

for providing for Spanish contracts where negotiations are in 

Spanish, that's SeetiQn 1632 of the Civil Code, The~e are many 

loopholes here. 

First, the Spanish-speaking person has to request a 

copy of a Spanish contract. If the person doesn't request it, 

there's no obligation on the part of the retailer to provide 

a Spanish contract. And very often the customer's just unaware 

of his or her rights. 
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Secondly, this doesn't apply if the customer supplies 

his or her own interpreter. Now, what's an interpreter? In 

one case, it was someone's six year old kid who happened to 

speak English as well as Spanish, but obviously could not read 

the fine print. So I think that's an area where you've got to 

close a loophole. Next, the negotiations have to primarily be 

in Spanish. Well, it seems to me that if the negotiations are 

let's say 25% in Spanish but it's obvious the person a~ill has 

trouble understanding English, there ought to be a complete 

Spanish translation given, regardless. I would suggest changing 

that part of the law. NeXt, this doesn't apply to a number of 

transactions and as a results, the law is not as comprehensive as 

it should be. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON~ Such as, which transactions7 

MR. PINES: I don't believe it applies to home im- 

prOvement loans. There are other kinds of retall transactions 

that don't involve credit where it doesn't apply. We car~ give 

you some further recommendations in here but even though YOU 

have this law on the books, I submit to you there is real need 

for improvement. We had some hearings in East L°A. last year 

and two people cam~ before us who had purchased new cars. In 

one case the individual wound up purchasing a Pinto for an 

overall price of $8,000. The base price of the Pinto was 

around $4,000 but added on to that were the maximum interest 

rate of 23% plu~ credit, life and disability insurance. The 

person just felt he had to buy that as well, did not under- 

stand the contract but wanted a new car. And you know, a new 

car is pretty important to poor peopie--again, playing upon 
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their hopes and dreams. In another case, an individual bought 

.a Dodge van for $14,000. And again, there were the credit, life, 

and disability insurance, as well as the maxi~om interest rate. 

They had Znglish contracts and they didn't understand what was 

in those contracts. But, whether the law was followed Or ~not, 

they were victimized, and I think that's an area that you have to 

look at. i urge improvements in both the area of licensing 

immigration consultants as well as closing some of these loop- 

holes in 1632. 

Let me give you another problem. We inyited a lot of 

state agencies to participate in these hearings with us to set 

up booths and tables so they could inform consumers what kind of 

services they provided, whether it was the Bureau of Auto Repair, 

or the agency that took care of home appliances or other kinds 

of agencies. Only one agency had any kind of complaint form in 

Spanish. Only one or two had any kind of informational materials 

in spanish. You have a Bilingual Services Act but very few 

agencies are providing complaint forms and informational materials 

in Spanish and there is some question as to whether or not they 

have to even provide complaint forms in Spanish. So let's 

strengthen the teeth of that Services Kct. Let's require 

complaint forms to be in Spanish. Let's also require that 

this material be available in many place's easily accessible 

to consumers, It doesn't do any good to have all kinds of 

consumer laws on the books if the information is not available 

to linguistic minorities. Obviously, the Spanish-speaking 

people are among the largest, but there are other linguistic 
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minorities who speak a foreign language, don't.have access 

to our system and can't enforce their rights. That's a third 

area where I urge you to take some kind of action. We fJie~ 

with the Department of Consumer Affairs some recommendations 

relating to state policies and licensing policies fur linguistic 

minorities. I would be happy to give a copy of that to you. 

copies were also given to Leonard Grimes and his people and I 

know there have been some meetings but there is an area here 

for legislation and I would like to file this as par t of the 

record. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: The sergeant will make it part 

of the record. 

MR. PINES: Thank you, very much. Now as far as 

other kinds Of frauds in the Spanish-speaking community, I 

touched on the immigration consultants as a substantial one, 

but there are other kinds of scums, the sham marriage scheme 

goes on and on. People are being ripped-off for $800, $I,000, 

$1500 for a sham marriage. Nothing ever-comes Of ~t~ no one 

is g~ven any kina of legal-status, .......... 

,ASSEMBLYMAN FE~ON: What's that? I've been around 

a long time. There are a lot of complaints. Tell me what 

that one is. 

MR. PINES: Well, basically an immigration consultant 

or other advisor says to the undocumented worker that he can ~ 

obtain legal status for the person by the individual marrying 
L 

an American citizen. So they go through a marriage ceremony. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: Which isn't the law anymore 

either. 
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MR. PINES: It doesn't work; it doesn't work because 

the Immigration and Naturalization Service is on to these things 

and does require both parties to come forward and has a number ~ 

of other regulations~ so it really doesn't work, but in the 

process some poor alien has departed with $800 to-$2,000 of his 

or her money in the view that this phony marriage was going to 

obtain citizenship. Phony ID cards are another thing tha't are 

commonly marketed, whether it's a phony green card or a0 phony 

so-called police identification card o~ something else and 

people are being ripped-off for $25, $50 or more through these 

kinds of practices in East Los Angeles, ! think there, again, 

you see a group or people, particularly dlsadvan.taged~, being 

victimized by this kind of practice. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: Butt, I want to interrupt for a 

m~nute to introduce the Chairman who probably just got out of a 

traffic snarl, Bill Lockyer. Did you get a little involved with 

our traffic there, Bill? 

CHAIRMAN BILL LOCKYER: The subject of the next 

interim hearing will be car rental agencies, the tires they 

sell, and hydraulic jacks that don't work. 

MR. PINES: I was just commentin~ before on the 

avail&bi!ity of consumer materials to Spanish-speaking and 

other linguistic minorities and in our survey of state a~..,cies 

and boards, we found that only one agency had a complaint, £orm 

in language other than English and of the 31 boards and agencies 

we surveyed, only the Bureau of Automotive Repair was in the 

process of crea.ting a guide in Spanish and only the Bureau 
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of Repair Services a~tuallydistr~bUted a consumer guide~in 

Spanish. Now there may be some improvements in the last few . 

months but the state is seriously deficient in promulgating 

materials for linguistic minorities. I think that is something 

your Committee can do something aboutand try to strengthen 

existing laws. Now, as far as other areas of consumer r~p- 

offs, particularly in the poor communities, Shirley Goldinger 

mentioned a number of those. We find, on a continuous basis, 

door-to-door frauds. In many Cases, they are just .outright 

rip-of'£So The salesman, will get. a deposit for something and 

.never deliver, just abscondwith. %he money° Whether you have 

a three-day cooling-off period or not, it doesn't make any 

difference. The person just rips-off the individual. In other 

situations, ~hey seli magazines and educational materials with 

all kinds of gimmicks--sometimes on a free bas~s, where the 

person just has to pay for the postage. O~her ~imes they just 

have to pay to keep up the encyclopedia set. That c(ontinues 

to be a problem and again many people are not aware of this 

three-day cooling-~offperiod, it would be nice if the media 

could do more in the way of public se~-~ice announcements so 

more individuals could be .aware of it° Sure, if it's on the 

contract, people may exercise ~hose rights but very often it 

isn't and very often people are just being ripped-off and 

don't do anything about it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: Yes, I know, but if the culprit 

doesn't put it in the contract in the first instance there's 

nothing much we can dOo That's why it would be useful to have" 

greater.p~blic dissemination o£ ~nformation so people are aware 

t 
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of their rightS. In addition, we find that many people feel 

they have made a deal and it's a matter o~.honor and are unwilling 

to exercise this three-day option period. ThatLs wrong° Very 

often they've been cheated, really taken advantage of, but they 

are unwilling to exercise that option. I don't know if you 

can do anything about that through legislation, but it continues 

to be an impediment to the full use of that cooling-off period. 

But on the whole, Assemblyman Fen ton, I have to say that was 

good legislation and has helped a lot in improving• the market- 

place. I think you ought to be commended for that but I just 

wanted you to know that there still are problems in the door- 

to-door area. 

ASSEMBLYMANFENTON: Oh, there will always be a 

problem. What we're trying to do is to minimize, you'll never 

solve it i00~. We know that. 

MR. PINES: Other areas that have to be noticed when 

it comes to frauds against the poor would be used car sales 

and misrepresentations of times that we find in that area. 

The same for furniture sales, whether they're bait and switch 

practices for selling new items, representing that the items 

are new when, in fact, they are used or some kind of other 

misrepresentations as to quality. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: Do you find in your deal, for 

instance, that the Spanish-speaking salespersons do better in 

baking advantage of with them and the Black ones with the 

Blacks and the minorities with minorities--do you understand 

my question? 
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MR. PINES: Well, I certainly think that is the case 

with Spanish-speaking salespeople because they speak the language 

and they have the ability to relate to the customer and that's 
O 

part of the problem--usually the negotiations are in Spanish and 

then you have an English contracto 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: So the person believes that • 

because he is speaking to somebOdy in Spanish that they are 

going to treat them better and that's the way you find, o. 

MR. PINES: Sure, that's the case, There are alzo 
0 

the bank frauds against the elderly. Whether it's the phony i 

bank examiner scheme or the pigeon drop. I think you're aware 

of these,: but in the bank examiner's scheme, you'll have someone 
@ 

call up an elderly person and pretend to be a bank examiner 

that's auditing a local bank and again this is an elderly 

person that may have gone through ~e depression when the banks 
O 

closed and is naturally concerned and they'll ask the elderly 

person to come in and draw out the mone~ and see that the 

• elderly gets all that he or she has in the bank and then hands 
® 

it over to the "examiner" Who finally representsthat the ~" 

"examiner" will put it back in the account. Of course, the 

money is never redeposited and the "examiner" is long gone. 
® 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: What would you do about that? 

MR. PINES:. Again, it is the matter of educating 

elderly people about these kinds of schemes ~d Iwould hope • 

that the media can do something about that. : 

ASSEMBLYMA~ FENTON: If the bank had any concern at 

all with an elderly person when somebody came in with something O 

like that, it would seem that you might sit them down with 
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somebody from the bank if they have some interest and start 

talking to these people. 

MR, PINES: Certainly the bank should make some in- 

quiries. But usually what the phony examiners will say is, 

,Don't tell the bank what you are doing because i~'s an audit 

and we don't want them to know", so you see how they are able to 

deter proper questioning. Then there's the pigeon drop, where 

supposedly some money is found and you~ know the rest, the 

elderly person is asked to assist and draw out his or her own 

money to show that he or she is honest and one way or the other 

the money gets to the thief and the person's long gone. Again, 

elderly people should be acquainted with these kinds of schemes 

because they are really vulnerable to them. There still is a 

certain amount of practicing medicine without a license that 

goes on in the poor communities and we obtain prosecutions 

regularly ~gainstquacks and other kinds of phony operators. 

There's the home improvement frauds. Again, people playing 

.upon the dreams of people of a better home or a room for the 

~ds and sometimes starting the work, sometimes not, but in- 

variably the individual not getting what he or she paid for. 

That continues to be an area of concern. There continues to 

be high pressure collection practices, often by the retailer and 

not a collection agency. In one case a furniture company was 

threatenfng to arrest people who did not pay their bills, 

sending out official looking notices. In another case, a 

pharmacy was sending out notorized notices demanding the 

money. In these cases, we were able to obtain conviction but 

the high pressure sales tactics continue to go-on. Auto repair 
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fraud is a problem in the poor community as well as in every 

other community of our city--people being ripped-off for phony 

auto repairs or insufficient repairs--lack of compliance with 

the basic laws you have. Those things go on and I think as 

long as people are unaware of their rights and don't have in- 

formation available to them they are easy victims. One of the 

things that we in government have to do with the cooperation of 

the media I would hope, is to better inform people of their 

rights so they can bring them to the pEoper authorities and in 

the case of the Spanish-speaking victims, I think there are 

some areas that you can work on whether it's the licensing of 

immigration consultants or closing the loopholes in 1632 or 

doing a better job of getting state informational materials to 

these people. Those are all constructive programs that your 

committee can work on and have a significant result in our 

community with. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTQN: You say that you have instituted 

a seven person consumer fraud division. This Committee would 

appreciate it very much if somebody on there through your 

office would give us any recommendations that you may have, 

you having much more experience in it, where you think we 

might be able to do something legislativewise.-it would be Of 

great assistance to us. 

MR. PINES: We'll be happy to give you some recom- 

mendations-- specific recommendations., o 

ASSEMBLYMAN FEN~N: Before January--we might be 

able to move at that time. 
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MR. PINES: Fine. On closing loopholes on 16!32 and on 

licensing of immigration consultants our Linguis~tic MinOrities 

Report, which I filed with the Committee, will give you some areas 

where you can concentrate on the dissemination of information to 

Spanish-speaking people. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTQN: If you or whoever you delegate 

will just set that out so that when we set it up then your people 

can come through. 

~4AIRMAN I~CKYER: Could you comment, please, on 

whether there is any v~lue to investigating whether structurally 

it makesmore sense to have independent consumers agencies or part 

of the District Attorney's or City Attorney's function or does 

~at matter, really, at all? Does it give ~ different tone, 

flavor, likelihood of reporting or anything else to both con- 

sumer activities and the professionals? 

MR. PINES: Well, of course, the City Attorney and 

the District Attorney have the prosecution and law enforcement 

authority to bring matters into court and they have to service 

a wide variety of consumer agencies. I think ~t is important 

for City Attorneys and District Attorneys to have consumer units 

w~thin their office because they are the only people that really 

can go into court with a criminal case. The Attorney General, 

of course, has concurrent civil au£hority to bring civil cases 

in the consumer area. So these public law offices have a 

definite role unless the County Bureau of Consumer Affairs h~s 

the legal ability to bring matters into court through one of 

these prosecution offices, they're not able to do a lot of 

other matters. Secondly, there are a number of consumer 
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agencies that aren't entitled that, but clearly the bunko 

forgery in the ~os Angeles Police Department investigates auto ~ 

fraud, other kinds of consumer fraud, weights andMeasures 

brings to us a11 kinds of misrepresentations from restaurants, 

from grocery markets, and so does the Department of Health. 

enforcement. I also think it's useful to have a separate 

agency, whether it is in the city or the county, to handle a 

broad area of consumer frauds, and as long as there is coordina- 

tion between all thes~ agencies ~t works we1!. Z can tell you 

that h~re in this county, we do have excellent cooperation and 

coordination, both between the public law offices invOlved,~ the 

AG, the DA, the City Attorney and the various consumer agencies. 

We keep •each other abreast of what's going on, they keep common 

card files and through that there is cooperation and lack of 

duplication or overlapping. 

ASSEMBLYMANLOCKYER: So at least in your experience 

there is not a lot of duplication occurring in these series. 

MR. PINES: NO, not at all. 

ASSEMBLYMANAGNOS: What would you think would be a 

proper or appropriate threshhel~ for i~cluding other linguistic 

minorities into these contractual arrangements or whatever their 

language might be for a second language in contracts or the 

kinds you arrange. 

MR. PINES: I would certainly say it should be a 

substantial minority. We haven't come up with a number, we've 

generally just relied on language calling for programs where 

there is a significant number. Now, whether that should be 
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i00,000 people or a certain percentage Of the population, I 

don't know. We'!l give that some more thought if you'd like. 

Because beyond the Spanish-speaking people there are many others 

and they have substantial problems as linguistic minorities. 

ASSF~EBLYMANAGNOS: The question is, how many of them 

do there have to be before we begin to officially recognize them 

in some paperwork form if nothing else, like contracts or where 

they fit into the Song-Beverly thing. 

MR. PINES: Good question. We have a very substant~ai 

minority population from Asia now in this community and through- 

out California. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOCKYER= Thank you, very much. The way 

in which we are hoping to proceed is to take account of people's 

airplanes and time problLmsT however, we're kind of hopeful that 

we might be able to manage hearing all of the prepared testimony 

this morning--that if we ran a little bit into lunch, we migh~ 

hear from everyone and then be able to break and that might make 

it convenient f~r everyone. I guess what we want to do next is 

hear both Leonard Grimes and Charlotte Nyheim. Is th~£s sort of 

a joint t~e project? ~owever you want to do th~s. 

MR. ~ONARD GRIMES= Bill, it's a pleasure~ Members 

of the Colamittee, I'm Leonard Grimes, Secretary= for what is now 

known as the State Consumer Services Agency as a result of the 

Legislature's wisdom in changing the name and removing agri- 

culture from my concerns, which Z had no concern over in any- 

thing, but we are called State Consumer ServiCes and I'mrather 

pleased by that because that is where the Agency is putting its 
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thrust in this whole concern about consumer sL.rviCes and I'm 
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time, I hope~, to come before a Committee that is concerned with 

these issues. I have prepared a few remarks relative to a report 

.that the Agency is doing-l-in this case the Consumer Services 

Department itsel~--Consumer Affairs. We weren't quite happy with 

the final conclusions, we've asked Staff to go back and tighten 

the report up a bit, so rather than release it today we will 

have it ready to go in the next week for rather broad dis- 

tribution immediately to the Committee and anyone else who wants 

to get a copy of it but just as a sort Olf ins'ight,into it, I have 

a few comments. I might want to point out that since Ber~ Pines 

indicated he had prepared some suggestions for the Department, 

I wanted to assure the Committee that we have received it and 

have circulated it to some thirty eight boards and bureaus that 

we have that tend to regulate consumer affairs for them to take 

advantage of all the suggestions possible that are in Mr, Pines' 

.report and I expect that we will get a great deal ofbenefit 

from it. This report deals with the problems of food delivery 

to the poor and as all of you know food is the basic necessity 

of life and a major item in the consumer budget. For the nation 

as a whole, food represents seventeen percent of the average 

consumerbudget. The families below the poverty level it 

represents over forty percent. This means that residents of 

the inner city largely made up of the poor, disadvantaged, and 

minorities are paying more of their ~ncome for this basic 

necessity than the more affluent areas. And the poor pay more 

for food than those in economically better areas. The burden 
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of extra cost is being shouldered by the ones that can least 

afford it. You heard some comments earlier on this same issue. 

The question is not "does it cost more," but rather "why?" 

Numerous studies over the years have lent a wealth oftestimony 

to validate the form. Prior speakers today ha~e already menti~,.ed 

it. 

I want tO briefly describe what we found to be some-of 

the underlying causes and then offer some food for thought as to 

what steps, ifpossible, wili alleviate the situation. We are 

all aware of the circular pattern of cause and effect that exists 

in the inner city areas. The conditions that cause the deter- 

~oration of the neighborhood are the same ones that keep food 

prices higher, We have only to walk down the streets of our 

poor neighborhoods to observe the general exodus of businesses 

from these areas, especially the more efficient, larger busi- 

nesses. The simple answer is economics. The social issues 

and the bottom line of the accountant's balance sheet are brought 

.into conflict and thle social concern is losing. Those businesses 

that do remain, like the so-called mom and pop grocery storeS, 

have no choice but to raise their prices for the service that 

they attempt to provide. The circle is vicious, Chain super- 

markets are often pointed to as the culprits in this situation. 

They are accused of subsidizing their stores in the more affluent 

areas by exploiting the captive consumer in the inner city. The 

sup£rmarket points to a host of reasons why it costs more to 

do business in this area. While some of these are valid 

business considerations, the greatest problem in my eyes is 

that they simply do not understand the market. A different 
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type of m~rketing mechanism is required in the inner city. One 

that is gearedlto the Unique consumption patterns of innez city 

residents. Food marketing is not properly organized in the low 

income areas. The middle income consumeEhas the ideal situa- 

tion of heavy competition, not only between stores of one type 

but also between alternativeS. Residents of the inner city 

ghettos and barrios are, in effect, captive consumers. They 

have little or no choice about where they shop or what types 

of outlets they use. The high cost of entry into the inner 

city market does little to alter this situation. The real 

tragedy, however, lies with the ~nability of the chain store 

to identify with the communilty. They remain remarkably ignorant 

of the cultural differences that exist in the area and how 

thes~ differences affect buying habits. Examples of this 

abound. The inner cityresident is less mobile and often has to 

rely on public transportation. Public transportation, as we 

all know, is often unavailable to many, is getting increasingly 

expensive and is certainly not geared to be used for food 

shopping. The choice again is limited, @mr report will point 

out that residents of low income areas are also less likely to 

read newspapersi television and radiobeing their primary 

source of information. I am especially aware of this among 

Blacks, for the major dai!y newspapers have scant coverage of 

activities i~ the Black community. The community newspapers 

do not have the resources to be an adequate substitute, althouch 

they try very hard. Yet newspaper adVertising continues to be 

the major vehicle of th~ chain,° 
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And then there is the prohibitive cost of television advertising 

itself. There are also differences in brand preferences and 

spending habits ~ among low income people. The stores make the 

highest profits on nonfood and junk food type items. This is 

• the kind of stuff low income people can't afford. It also 

points out a sad paradox: the most profitable item in the food 

store may be the most unnecessary. Failure to serve an area 

because people can only afford the necessities is truly nothing 

short of tragic. What this points out is that there are 

qualitative barriers between food dist._ibution systems. Their 

orientation is solely toward the middle class and not the needs 

of low income people. At best this is due to indifference and 

insensitivity. At its ugliest it is quite frankly cultural 

discrimination. This is not an indictment of chain stores per 

se: They are not the only organization guilty of this blind- 

ness. Nor is forcing more chains to operate in low income 

areas necessarily the answer. The poor generally distrust the 

chain and their inability to be flexible has hampered attempts 

to build trust. Since the chain store does not recycle the 

money it receives from the community, the poor realize that it 

could contribute to further deterioration of the area. Another 

important factor to consider is the surging awareness of ethnic 

identity. As incomes go down ethnic pride becomes a more im- 

portant factor. It seems logical then that any solution to 

the probl, em must include the people who live in the area. It 

would also appeac that the traditional methods of distribution 

are not adaptable to the needs of low income areas. It would 

do no good wh..tsoever to destroy a larger service to create a 
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smaller one. Therefore, w~ must look for a different kind cl 

nrrangement that Will meet the unique needs of low income groups. 

It is not m~rely the absence of qupermarkets in the inner city 

that is the problem. It is the absence of alternatives in 

general that force higher prices on the low income consumer. 

If a solution is to involve the community, what form should it 

take? There are several alternatives. Buying clubs, co-ops, 

fa~ers' markets and the like. Most of these require an 

expertise that is often lacking in the affected area. Yet 

there are ways to make a joint venture wDrk bringing involved 

come,unity leaders together with the management expertise 

necessary. The ,lost notable example of this type of joint 

venture is in Chicago between the Woodland Organization, a 

strong community organization, and Hilman's Markets. The 

Woodland group approached Hilman's and worked out an arrange- 

ment which involved the community in both control and profits. 

They entered into a management agreement that in effect hired 

Hilman's to manage and operate proposed supermarkets. In 

addition to the management fee, Hilman's recei4ed one-third 

share of the net profits. The balance goes to the community 

group to use in ~lelping to solve some uther ghetto problems. 

In operation since 1970, the store is marginally profitable 

and the organization has purchased a second store. Hilman's 

is to manage that one also. A similar joint venture is being 

started in New York City in the area of Bedford, Stuyvesant 

between a group of community organizations and Pathmark 

Supermarkets° Another is being instituted in Washington, D.C. 

between Gian ~ Food Stores, a community organization, and 
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Community Economic Development Corporation which operates in 

three qnarters of the inner city. A great deal of success in 

the Chicago experiment was due to the strength of the community 

organization. Whether this is the ul~timate solution remains to 

be seen but the early returns of community involvement show 

promising signs. 

~IAIRMAN LOCKYER: Leonard, can you help ;s know how 

that got kicked off? If in California that was a sensible thing 

to try to do, where w~uld we hope the initiative would come 

from? From the Department or local... 

MR. GRIMES: Well, some of the detail is in that 

report but usually in these kinds of joint ventures strong 

neighborhood groups come forward. They really have a passion 

about the Froblem. As you know, there are a lot of consumer- 

oriented organizations of people who are concerned. I think 

what really has to happen is, and what we can do governmen~ally, 

is to create a sense of approval, if you will. We don't 

• necessarily have to have a lot of laws but if people get the 

sense they are not going tQ be stopped, they are going to be 

aided, t,~. of course, they come forward rather rapidly. But 

essentially, I think that people would very quickly come for- 

wa~d to assist. And there were some earlier efforts right 

after the riots in tile '60's. But as you well know in the 

Watts' ar~a we had a situation but they weren't a~le to sustain 

because they did need some kind of help they weren't getting, 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: Isn't part of the problem in 

the Watts' area, East Los Angeles, that people run out of money 

and the only place they can get credit are in these sto~:es 
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where the prices are high? 

MR. GRIMEs: Absolutely. No question. 

ASSEM~ANFENTON: How will we get ~round that~ 

That's what I see is a problem that we can't legislate against. 

MR. GRIMES: Well i guess what we're saying is that 

the typical del~very, economic delivery systems just doesn't 

work, not only for the kinds of food that are delivered buk the 

very thing tha~ you mentioned, you know, you and I both have 

been around long enough to remember the book. The local mom 

and pop stores have a book. You go in and they hake the case 

register ticket off ~and staple it in the book and, of course, 

what happ~Is with the mom and popperson is that if they can't 

get a line of credit at the bank, they'll slowly go out of 

business if they can't cycle their ~oans out fast enough. 

Then there are possibly some aides in there which we get into 

that in a little bit, 

There's a need for strong community groups to come 

forward, A •management agreement could conuribute grea£1y 

but there is also a need for ~reater sensitivity on the part 

of government. 

I do not mean to advocate a whole rash of new programs 

but rather than reenforcm~nt of energys in the existing odes, 

The question is: What can we do t~ facilitate th~s inter- 

change to give it the Opportunity to work? Most community 

organizations could qualify from the small business and minority 
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business offices at the local and federal level. Business 

development organization exists in each of the state's 

metropolitan areas. Thus, ~ the framework already exists to 
4 
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brfng the parties together. This is the question yoU asked me. 

In order for community oriented venture tO sux~ive, 

however, the~e has to be a steady source of people to pick up 

where others leave off. A way to possibly insure this would be 

to set up training programs in the con~unity owned stores to 

create a pool. These people would be committed to the neighbor- 

hood by their own roots. Programs in existence, such as CETA 

offer a readily available System of providing this kind of 

talent, job creation in the private sector would be an additional 

benefit of this approach~ The extension of life-line utility 

rates to distributors of bas~ie necessities ,in low income areas 

is ano~*er example of this type alternative thinking. The 

Chicago experience shows that the success of the supermarket 

brought and sustained other businesses in the area. This 

provides an added incentive for this type of ap?~oach. We can 

alsD look at the tax structure to determine the feasibility of 

some sort Of property tax relief for low income food distribu- 

tion. 

A recent study in the District of columbia, indicates 

that revenue from corporate sales tax, that same distributor 

made more than offset the property tax iQss. 

Restrictive government standards, going back to what 

you were talking about, that are based primarily on cosmetic 

values, should be eliminated, Lower prices depend on easy 

access. Standardization causes waste and inflates cost in 

general food production. Odd sizes, brews, produce and direct 

marketing techniques do not mean lower quality. Fancy graded 
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products do not have significant nutritional advantage over 

others. For example, by settling for soda cans with no pop 

tops and peas that are a lighter shade of green, the grocery 

shopper can save ten to thirty-five percent on the price of 

nationally advertised food, and househol~ basics according to 

the National Food Chain, Jewel Food Shores. It's an eastern 

chain. Th~ chain has introduced a no brand name line of goods~ 

The program features one size packaging strips of basics carry~ 

ing no brand name and uses Standard rather than a fancy or extra 

food fancy grade. The label is plain and carries no photograph. 

Instead of using full grain rice, they have, I think it's fifty 

percent broken kernels. BUt it eats just as well. The same 

is true of other cosmetic property. 

Clearly, there are alternatives and present methods 

khat are efficient. The Jewel Food Stores experiment in 

Seventy-one stores, ane is well worth our serious consideration. 

The fact that high profi% supermarket items are often 

not the most desirable, show a need for a consumer education 

program. This was brought up earlier. In addition to helping 

the poor make better informed choices, they have added values, 

supplying a greater awareness Qf nutritional value~. My 

colleague will talk more about what we're dOing educationally. 

The Department of Consumer Af~fairs should be ~laced in the 

position to distribute nutritional pamphlets through cooperative 

grocery stores in the inner city. 

The Department of Education can also do a bet1:er job 

in providing nutritional training in schools. These two 

efforts could go a long way in altering unfortunate buying 
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patterns. Then, you move back to the bilingual thing, it's 

Obvious then you're going to have to put it in the language the 

consumer unclerstands. 

These, then, are some of the alternatives, may actually 

reduce the high cost of inner city existence. They may not be 

the ultimate answer nor the only one. At best, I feel they are 

a small step toward easing one of the many inter-related problems 

besetting the urban poor. 

They are also an example of how existing systems and 

energies can be utilized by redirecting their efforts toward 

more vinble lines. In most cases, we don't need new laws any 

more than we need new bureaucracy. We simply need to enforce 

what we have more completely and inteiligentlM. Nor, are the 

poor just subject to high cost of foo.~. They are victimized }~y 

a great many other inner city problems--poor housing, crime, 

health care., delivery and high unemployment continue to plague 

'low ince~e areas. Efforts in these areas are also often hampered 

• bY problems similar to those mentioned in the area of food 

distribution. These are all issues that must be faced today 

and dealt with. But it won't be done, can't be done, until we 

sensitize ourselves to the real differences that exis~ between 

economic segments of our society and the cultural differences 

that are a part of them. 

That's the end of the remarks. 

Mr, Chairman, I might mention since EFT came up, 

Electronics Fund Transfer, the agency in conjunction with Busi- 

ness and Transportation, h3ve an on-going task force, and I'm 

happy to report it's alsc funded task force, so I Suspect that 
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it will continue to watch EFT activity. And we wiil be inter- 

facing with your committee ~nd others. Thank you, very much. 

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: I think Mr. Gage has a question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MICHAEL GAG~: Leonard, there are a couple 

of things of ° interest to me in your comments. 

One, is the store in Chicago that's been operating 

now for six or seven years. Would you indicate it was marginally 

profitable or marvelously profitable? I wasn't sure, 

MR. GRIMES: It was marginal. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GAGE: But at least it was profitable? 

MR. GRIMES: Yes° 

ASSEMBLYMAN GAGE: Did it, in fact, have lower prices 

than other existing markets? 

MR. GRIMES: L~ some areas. Let me put it this way. 

They were able to drive the price down by the kind of food grade 

that they were delivering. In othe~ words, if they took the 

top grade or some of the junk food or whatever that they were 

going to sell they probably would be somewhere even or maybe 

a bit higher. There is this problem of being able ~o operate 

in a high imp~c~ area like that and keep the pri~es down. 

Insurance is going up. I know a market right here in town 

near my house where they have to have two security guards on 

duty at all times--one in the parkinglot and one inside the 

market. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GAGE: So that at least in some areas 

the prices were lower? 

MR. GRIMES: Sure. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN GAGZ: ~id that, in fact, mean that the 

people that could poatronize tha~ market, paid less in terms of 

a percentage of their overall income? Were there any studies 

in that regard? 

MR. GRIMES: I don't think the study went quite to 

that point but as I recall reading the summarized detail, there 

was some recognizable reduction in the amount of dollars they 

were putting out daily for food. Now, whether or not it is a 

parcentage of their income going o~t, it's probably a minimal 

impact on that. I think what you're looking at is the whole 

economic concern of propensity to expend~ You ikDow, you,re 

into that whole cycle of dollars. Poor people spend all their 

money eating, having some place to sleep and that sort of thing 

anyway. But if we can come up with a marketing system that 

provides them with choices, provides them with more than one 

place to get something, competition should then he!p us to 

drive down the cost. Bu~ ~nitially, you can't cut it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GAGE: Did, in fact, other markets move 

into that area when they maintained--in other words, did they 

increase competition in the Chicago area? 

MR. GRIMES: There was some stability where these 

markets picked up when some other stores came in and so forth, 

yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GAGZ: So, that it maintained some of 

the economic integrity of the area? 

MR. GRIMES: You've go~ to keep people there. If 

they exodus, you've had it. And that's a prolapse. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN GAGE: Finally, the Jewel chain, that you 

indicated is now marketing, not necesarily lower quallty but 

different types of the same goods. 

MR. GRIMES: The quality is still there. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GAG~: You know we have all sorts of phony 

marketing orders that ~ require--all that garbage that limits 

what we can do right now that we may need to take a serious 

l o o k  oat. 

MR. GRIMES : very definitely, 

ASSEMBLYMA:~ GAGE: On the other hand, wha~ stores are 

willing, besides th~is chain that you've pointed out, to market 

t~hcse • goods? Do we find a market readily available.? I think 

we might, but... 

MR. GRIMES: You might. For e:.ample, I could just 

imagine that Ralphs or SafeWay would propose this 7 they would 

be accused of all kinlds of terrible discriminatory practices. 

I think that's the important marriage between a s Jtrong community 

based organization that can take care of the PR, take care of 

the community attitudinal problems. Then I think ~t will work. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GAGE: One of the first likely complaints 

to emerge and havin- bruised or O~herwise lower quality food 

in an area like that would be a ~harge o~ discrimination based 

on that. 

MR. GRIMES: oh, absQiu~eiy. :If I were Vice President 

of a big chain you'd have to give me a lot of assurance before 

I'd take off on that. i don't think that we should charge the 

business corporationwith the initiation of social adjustment. 

I think they' ii get into it. We have to have other means to 
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assist them in doing ~his process. I don't want to sound too 

way off that, 

ASSEMBLYMAN GAGE: I understand the problem and I 'm 

looking for some answer too. 

MR. GRLMES~: Well, the report zortunately gets in with 

a little more depth and in there we'll have some suggested 

approaches, ei'ther sharpening up legislation reviewing, we've 

got these boards and commissions and you know that all of us 

over there are trying very hard to get them to loosen up and 

relax a little bit° You mentioned marketing orders. I th~nk 

these are some of the areas, 

(~AIRMAN LOCK~R: Mr. Grimes, just one last question 

which is one of the things I've heard from some contact with the 

consumer professionals, the network that's out there, county, 

city or whate~er area. 

There's La lot of interest in the idea of getting some 

state money since they think theM'Te all struggling under super 

tight budgets, I'we tried to explain that that seems to be 

cgmmon to all of our agencies wherever we are ~ut there's a 

lot of interest in that and I'm curious if that idea has even 

been discussed at some meetings that you might have participated 

in and if there's any viability to it or it has just never come 

up or what? 

MR. GRIMES: It does come up. We're all I guess as 

guilty as the locals, the city and the county, as well as the 

state and we're all in the process of attempting to find out 

where we can get funds to assist groups in doing things. I 

guess we've used this various Federal grant in some efforts 
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the CETA activities have been used. But, for example, the 

• Department oE Consumer Affairs for the state, has little or no 

grantable money. We do contract stuff like that but, I don't 

know. I think states ought to have a research and development 

• budget. It's ~ery possible that we need to be able to do some 

grantsmanship stuff on our own and not have to wash them, Go 

Fed and then wash it through all the time. The state is not 

investing in its own future enough in my opinion, 

~AIRMAN LOCKYER: I hopewe can maybe pursue that and 

check that out. 

MR. GRIMES: We certainly ~Iili look at it again. Mr. 

Chairman, thank you. 

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Ms. Nyheim. 

M S. CHARLOTTE NY}~IM: Mr. Chairman, members of the 

Committee. My name is Charlotte Nyheim and I'm Education 

Coordinator for the state Department of Consumer Affairs. 

Basically, our philosophy at this department as to 

educate consumers to develop their own self-reliance in the 

marketplace and to be able to take individual and collective 
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protective action. 

By legislative mandate, we are responsible for 

developing consumer education materials and for working with 

other agencies in the development of those materials. 

I've had placed before you some of the materials that 

we have developed in the last two and a half years. We approached 

consumer education from the viewpoint that we need to develop 

materials in a multidimensional way. We can't reach all of the 

people in any single fashion. Therefore, we've developed 
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writtc,n m.~tc~:ials in the form of books and pamphlets, we've 

devo.]opcd film, radio and television public service announce- 

mf,nts, thcr~ are .~ome scripts that are examples of radio PSA, 

and television PSA'So We have developed and are working on. 

curriculum at this time and a newsletter insert education update 

to try to assist educators with developing their classroom 

experiences and also those who are working on commun,ity based 

educa t ion. 

CIIAIRMAN LOCKYER: Have you per.gonally been with the 

deparLment in doing some of this for awhile? 

~4S. NYIIEIM: I was with this department for about two 

and a half years as education coordinator, 

CHAIRMAN LOCKYERs You may now be a senior member in 

any one position. 

MS. NYHEIM: Sort of, yes. 

CI~IRMAN LOCKYER: Are you going to tell us once you 

print these things, where they "go or how they get out there? 

Would you like to talk about that? 

MS, N-YHEIM: Well, we try to distribute them in as 

many ways as possible. As you've heard from Mr. Grimes, we 

do have a monetary problem. We are budgeted for the 78-79 ' 

year budget as for our printing and all our educational materials 

including our newsletter at nineteen thousand. The last I heard 

Berkeley Coop has a hundred and sixty thousand dollars a year 

for their education budget. We've been able to develop some 

of the: things that we have as a result of some savings in other 

areas that we've been able to recoup and use for materials. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GAG~=: Did you say your entire printing 

! 
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and mailing budget was $19,0007 

MS. NY~IM~ Not mailing. That's printing bl~dget 

which includes the newsletter. 

C/U%IRMAN LOCKY~R.~ And the n~wslettor aoes how often? 

MS. N~I~EoIM: Bi-monthly° 

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: And how many people get that? 

MS. NYHEIM: We have a mailing list now of about eight 

thousand including four thousand educators. 

C~IRMAN LOCKYZR: That's included in that eight 

thousand are the four thousand educators? 

MS. NYHEIM: Well, probably about thirty five hundred. 

We've just increased our mailings by about fifteen hundred 

educators, in the last couple of months. 

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: So that I understand the budget, 

$19,000 to print. Can yo~ mail or distribute separately from 

that though? 

MS. NYI~EIM: Well, the maiiing budget is separate, 

I'm sorry I don't• know exactly what that is but so far it'~ 

been adequate. We haven't had to hand carry it yet. At any 

rate, I was trying to make the point that we feel it's im- 

portant to develop educational material in a multi-dimensional 

manner to try to reach people in as many ways as possible. 

I had a lot of things to say to you about low income 

consumers and many of the things I was going to talk about 

have already been brought up in other statements. But, I 

would like to add a few things that I don't think have been 

co~ered to this point. 

One of the things that we have to understand in trying 
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to deal with the problems of low income neighborhoods -r con- 

sumcrs is that we can't just go in and say, okay, we're going 

to solve all your problems. Here's my magic wan,] and suddenly 

through either income supplements or our new protection ~f laws 

or even inEusion of money into business development, etc. that 

will be an easy change because we're dealing w~th people who 

have problems that are much different ~and attitudes that are 

much different than t~e majority of the population of people 

who, because of being on very unlimited incomes, by necelssity 

and ~n a very rational way need somewhat instant gratification. 

Therefore, they have a high Use of credit. They don't know if 

their income is going to con ltinue and certainly they have as 

great a psychological need as the ~est of us to participate in 

the Americam dream so tO speak. The types of ~eeds that are 

created by the marketplac~ and advertising, etc. They might 

even have a greater need than the rest of us oecaus e they're 

d~prived in so many areas. 

There's a lot of compensatory consumpt~ion which really 

covers just what I've talked about. Buying to compensate for 

the lack of things in other areas--transportable status, i~ 

you're living in an area where it's totalIy impoverished, your 

housing conditions are unbearable, you don't have enough money 

for the necessities. Then, it's going to be very attractive 

to be able to buy a car no t, atter what the credit arrangements 

are or what the cost is, to be able to transport yourself ~t 

of that environment--clothes and other sim~ilar transportable 

goods. 

Before coming to the department, I worked in 
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community nutritionand consumer education development ~nd one 

of the things that I ~ realized at that time~ was that small 

successes are something that we had to be very,pleased with 

when working in low income areas. 

A very classic example of the type of prob!ems or 

• just classic low income consumer was a woman that I became very 

familiar with. Her name was Gladys. She lived in a house that 

was Jn the G~rdenland area with no sidewalks. It was literally 

on the other side of the tracks. We had to go across the rail- 

road to get over ~here. It was like night and day from one side 

to the other, in ~he rainy season there was mud surrounding 

her house. She was abou~t forty-five years old, looked like 

she was in her late seventies or eighties. She £e~ied very 

heavily on door-to-door sales people, not just for the purchase 

of goods but for social contact. It wasn't only just the door- 

to-door salesman coming in and being friendly, but also a way 

of getting to know what the rest of her neighbors wure doing 

• and so on, She relied en him to cash her subsis~ance check 

becaus~ she didn'~t have a checking account. My f~rst middle 

class approach to some of her problems, well, ge~ a checking 

account and then you can buy through M~ntgomery Wards catalog 

and so on. She didn't trust the bank. She didn't want to put 

her money the~re. But she did trust a door-to-door salesman. 

She bought such purchases as a large serv£ce for eight of 

china, where I can't imagine a time when she'd ever use more 

than two service, stainless pots and p~ns, religious artifacts, 

clothes that she had in her closet that she'd never have an 

opportunity to wear. But this was her way in her meager 
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existence of some kind o~ gratification. She had a tremendous 

amount of spunk. She went on a rent strike be~.auso for a whole 

winter she didn't have heat. Her heater was malfunctioning. 

But she didn't have the basic information to call P.G.&~. to 

come out alld check it, 

So, I think there are a lot of Gladys' out in the world 

and the problem is how do we meet their needs. I'm not sure. 

But there are a number of ways that we can approach consumer 

education for the low income person. The best way probably is 

through one to one interactiOn. Getting out there and talking 

with thorn. Better than that, is to train people who are from 
W % • 

the community tO act as consumer counselors or consumer 

educators. It's a very, very expensive endeavor. You reach 

a few people with a lot of resources. And, as we know, we 

never have that many resources but it probably is the best way. 

There's a formal primary and secondar M education, 

idult education and so on. I don't think enough has been done 

in California yet in that area. 1 think we're very lacking in 

coordinated efforts at the state level in consumer education. 

At this time, most of the consumer education around the state 

is done in an autonomous manner. You may have three programs 

going on in three different corners so to speak. One won't 

know what the other one is doing. There is no real direction 

from the state level except through vocational ed,lcation. Most 

of• the money is funded through federal funds and for the most 

part, it has come through home economics which is great. 

They've done a tremendous job on what they've been doing. 

Dut I like to think that consumer education should be 
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what I call, vertically and ho~izontally integrated into the 

classroom. We're educating to deal with a da~to-day existence 

and those things that we have to rely on in terms of our basic 

skills. The person has a diploma and doesn't know how to read 

a contract to buy a car what good does it do in the long run. 

So, I think it should be integrated from kindergarten all the 

way up through as far as you can go. And vertically, horizon- 

tally through all of the disciplines. Why can't we have 

consumer problems in math? Why can't we have English that 

relates to consumer issues? Why can't we have a totally in- 

tegrated social studies across ~he board and up and down? 

One area that we could attack in terms of dcing this 

is in the textbooks. There's no criteria in terms of consumer 

education. Why can't we, as the textbook selection process 

goes on, make sure that they reflect good sound consumer 

principles? 

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Charlotte, are there any speci£ic 

.interagency groups or regular contact going on between Consumer 

Affairs and the various people that are responsible for 

curriculum development and testbook review and things of that 

sort that would help to try £o accomplish those things? 

MS. NYHEIM: As a matter of fact, we just had a very 

e 

interesting situation that came up in about the last two months. 

It was brought to our attention that a math series had bee~ 

adopted by the State Board, was full of examples of junk food. 

O 

It was like, two and three Tootsie-rolls makes how many. 

And in some cases, even the child, in the workbook, had to 

write out Tootsie-rolls or Coca-Cola or what have you. 
G 
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In addition, there was a great deal of industry 

(,xa,nples, rather than just an airplane, it was PSA and so on. 

So, i t was a form of brainwashing in advertising through the 

textbook and the state adopted system. 

We went to the Board of Education and testified, along 

wit], Consumer's Union, and they ha~e now established criteria 

to b~in the depiction of junk foods or Co~%mercial advertising 

in textbooks. I mean it's bad enough they get it on television 

all day but to get it in the classroom in the textbooks, that's 

bee,, ndoptcd by the State, that's re~lly too much. So, we are 

~oinq to be doing that even more and we hope that our in~fluence 

will be heard but I certainly want you to be aware of the 

problem and sometimes the wheels turn very slowly. 

When we first brought up the issues of junk foods, 

they said well. it's a sevenyear adoption process and it's 

going to tak~ us three years to get much done and so on. And 

it ended up they could do it this year and develop the criteria 

for this year's adoption. 

CI~IRMAN LOCKYER: So, I guess the answer is, there 

Ls a regular kind of contact going on. 

MS. N~IEIM: Yes. We've also been asked to work in 

n,, advisory capacity i.~urriculum development. But what I 

see is that there's home economics, business, math, but there's 

very little total coordination. Consumer education is in 

vocational education. 

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: How do we create that? 

MS. NYHEIM: I think that it would be worth looking 

into to see if there couldn't be a bureau of con3umer education 
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or something wh~re we could tie in and start developing a real 

state policy in the area of integra~ting it into the classroom. 

Because after all, almost everyone goes through that system and 

it seems to me a long term solution in terms of consumer educa- 

tion. Both for low income and middle class. None of us are 

exempt from consumer fraud. Considering problems or sometimes 

lack of information. I just bought a house, I don't know what 

I signed, to tell you the truth, I hope it's okay. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GAGE: Charlotte, apparently th~ bulk Qf 

your job is aimed at educating the educator. 

MS. NYHEIM: Wet1, it's multi-dimensional. As I 

said, we try to ..... That's one of them. Because Of our resources, 

we've dec~ded that we need to do that as much as possible. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GAGE: I can understand that but it's 

like you would have your greatest impact there. Clearly, I 

guess, you work with the educators in that area a1!d also 

organized groups of one Sort or another. Consumer groups, 

Department of Consumer Affairs of Los Angeles, Those types of 

groups and organizations. Do we do anything, does your office 

have any role in actually educ~tlng the consumer? I guess, 

the reason I ask the question is I've been looking at most of 

the literature and I don't really think that it's going to 

impact a lot on street folks. I don't thin~ most people in 

low income areas are going to read this. That's just my gut 

reaction. I think we ought to take a page out of a politician's 

notebook and somehow make something a little more grabbing 

than any of these things. I qui'~e frankly doubt if very many 

low income consumers would wade through mu~h of this. 
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MS. NI~[EIM: I agree with you and I was going to bring 

that up because it's well documented that low income or people 

O with language difficulties--minority, do not gravitate towards 

the printed word. That's why we've tried to do some things in 

the area of media Work and we certainly want to do more. My 

e I 

0 
! 

feeling is that the best way to reach them is through the media. 

For the most part they have income scarcity but at times surplus 

and therefore they listen to the radio and watch television much 

more than other groups of people. We figured we could reach 

about 95% through the media. We've made a limited effort and 

O 

so far we have had three PSA's that went out about a year ago 

and public service announcements are difficult to measure 

because we never know how often they are being shown by the 

O 

particular stations. Bu%, we do get feedback because one of 

them is tied inwith a landlord-tenant pamphlet and sinee tha~ 

PSA has been out our landlord-tenant pamphlet has gone up. we 

have four more that are ready for distribution now throughout 

@ 

the state. Unfortunately, none of them are in Spanish but we 

are planning on doing that in the future. These are all 30 to 

60 second SpOts. They are tied in with more information. 

There is a tag on the end about--each one o~ them has a pamphlet 

that goes along with it, and we also are going to be+, and have 

O 

in the past, distributed radio public serVice announcements 

throughout th~ state to various stations. My feeling is that's 

the best way to at least trigger some sensitivity to the kinds 

@ 

of problems that can occur. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GAGE: DQ you know which stations utilize 

your PSA's? Have you sent them to every radio station= in the 

• I 
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state? Every t.v. station? What sort of systematic effort do 

you have? 

MS. NYHEIM: As I said, it's difficult to know because 

if everyone asks the station when it sends in a PSA to give them 

information about how many times it is played and whether it was 

prime time, we can't get that too readily. But one thing we did 

do with the last set was send a card and have them return to us 

0 

@ 

@ 

tO get some feedback as to whether they were going to use them 

and how often they thought they would and how long a time period 

they would be used. We are developing criteria and resenrch 

methodology right now to try to evaluate all of our materials 

,and to see what works best with what group and how effective 

they are, both in content and in distribution. And we are going 

to try to get a federal grant for that. If we :don't we may 

come to you. ~ might add that adult education is a q~od place 

to teach those people who have already come through the regular 

system and the BureaU of Adult Education within the State 

Department of.Education is in the process of' following up on 

a NOrthcu~t study that was done from the University of Texas 

where they found tha~ 3~I of the adults are deficient or do 

not have the minimum .functional competency to deal with consumer 

economics. Thirty five percent do not have additional or just 

have very basic consumer competency. And that is in all the 

skills of math computation and writing skills, etc. So the 

Department of EducatiOn has, in adult education, commissioned 

for this study and the total results should be coming up in 

about a year~ And that.should be helpful in both knowing 

where the problems are, what the client groups are and how 
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they can meet them in adult education. ,Newspapers are good if 

the consumers read them. And, we have put some columns in many 

0 

,~ O 

of the ethnic presses. They are called consumer forum columns 

but a lot of consumers don't even subscribe to newspapers and, 

once again, we get into the problem of the printed word. I 

might also say, in relation to the Spanish speaking, that the 

Compleat catalogue that you have in your packetis being 

translated into Spanish, This catalogue has been used in a 

0 

O 

humber of classrooms. We h~e distributed 75,000 in about the 

last year and a half. Landlord and tenant iS, of course, also 

in'Spanish. Sales Tactics is being produced in Spanish. It'3 

at the printer's righ~t now. OEher publications that we are in 

the process of developing are being produced in Spanish. We 

also have a consumer act~ion curriculum th~.~ is going to use the 

Compieat ~ata!ogue that w~l! be in Spanish. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GAGE: Is relating at all to nutrition 

education, or is that somewhere out of your domain? 

• O 
MS. N~[EIM: We have been involved in it, as Mr. 

Grimes reported on the low income food study. I'm alsD on the 

Council for Food and Nutrition where we are trying to look at 

Q state policy and come up with evaluations and plans. Up tO 

this point, we really havn't put ou~ nutrition education 

O 

materials~ I guess there is so much that is a~ailable that 

that was one area we felt was being fairly well covered unt~l 

we could meet some of the other demands, We ~sually base our 

material selection on the highest number of complaints where 

O 
we feel there is the greatest need and lack of information. 

Another thing I wanted to mention that I think is important 
) 

I 
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is the point of sale information. This has been referred to 

briefly but we really need to get easier to read contracts. The 

co-signer's bill that came out that was effective in '75 is an 

important asset to particularly low income, because they get 

caught into co-signing and they dot 't understand that they are 

liable for the complete debts It's my unders'tanding from talk- 

ing to bankruptcy trustees that's one of the greatest causes 

for bankruptcy oE filing Chapter 13 is getting overextended by 

going ~n and three or four people signing for a neighbor and 

thinking that maybe they will only be responsible for part of 

it. But that has a component of Spanish languase and the 

disclosure on the contract. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ART TORRES: AZe you familiar with the bill 

that was recently passed in New V.ork to -move the legalese 

language from rental agreements? 

MS. NYHEIM: I ~ wasn't specifically. It guess I have 

heard and read different places that that's kind of in the wind, 

MR. TORRES: Well, it's now law in New York and 

Assemblyman Agnos and myself and a few others have introduced 

a bill in the Legislature for this coming session similar to 

New York's proposal to deal with landlord tenant agreements as 

an example to move in the direction of remoVing,the legalese 

common-law language that confuse~s so many people as to their 

rights ~nd make it into plain English. 'i%e comments I have 

gotten from most lawyers is that the bill is so wordy and 

legalese in origin that they don't know how to understand it. 

MS. NYHEIM: I'm happy to hear that for my own 

purposes as well as everyone else's. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN TORRES:+ We will advise you so you can 

begin organizing support. You' re from? 

MS. N~EIM: The State Department of Consumer Affairs, + 

ASSEMBLYMAN TORRES: ...State Department to help u~s. 

organize support with other legislators to support that. 

MS: NYHEIM: We would be very happy to. In addition, 

there needs to be information not just On the contracts but at 

the point cf sale. A good example of this is the Bureau of 

Automotive Repair sigm. It has to be in all registered repair 

facilities that right there gives th~ rights and also gives 

this toll free telephone number to call if a person has a 

problem. It's my feeling that~ good consumer legislation always 

has disclosure components i n it and most. of the things that 

California has passed up to this point have included disclosure 

provisions. Basieally, I think there needs to be a greater 

amount of coordinated consumer education in the regularly 

structured school system; increased teacher preparation so they 

will know how to teach it; use of the media bacMed up by printed 

materials and generally what are efforts that a;e necessary to 

promote self reliance with full recognition of the particular 

problems that people are dealing with at the low income leve+l. 

ASSEMBLYMAN AC~NOS: I'm going to ask you the same 

question I asked the district attorney. What would you consider 

to be the threshold where you would kick in other linguistic 

minorities into bilingual materials, be they contracts or 

pamphlets that you prepare or anything else? 

MS. NYHEIM: Are you speaking about the Spanish as 

opposed to Korean, Tagalog? 

F 
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MS. NYHEIM: That's a difficult question to answer 

because, so far we have only been barely able to meeting Spanishe 

speaking and that is estimated at about 18 percent now in 

California. It's. difficult, I don't know. 
Tj 

ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: So, would you say when the 

Filipin0population reaches 18 percent in this state that we 

should have it in Tagalog? 

MS. NYHEIM: I thank if the research is ava£1able we 

should meet the needs of all the populations in California. 

ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: Think abo~t that. 

MS. NYHEIM: As a matter of fact it's very interesting. 

We were contacted by the iKorean Institute, I guess, An Los 

Angeles and they Want to translate our consumer catalogue, 

the Compleat catalogue into Korean. And that's going to be 

an interesting term. We have also had requests for this catalogue 

from Japan and other countries and all across the nation. 

ASSeMBLYmAN AGNOS: All I'm saying is, where does the 

~tate kick inT if you are doing it for Spanish-speaking at 18 

percent would you do it for Korean-speaking people at 18 

percent? Or what's the threshold? Below that, Certainly. 

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: You have just lowered the threshold: 

probably, by expressing concern about that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: Well, for example, I ~ave a district 

that has about six or seve:i linguistic minorities ranging from 

five to twenty five percent and they are always asking for ~his 

kind of material and I'm just wondering where the state, with 

its resources, will help them. You don't have to answer that 

now but you might thAnk about it and talk with your own 
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personnel abou,t it because~i think we are going to have to 

deal with tlJat question, because they are going to say,-"you 

are doing it in spanish, why don't: you do it forus? we are 

the same percentage," if they are, or when they reac|~ it. 

MS. NY}IEIM: That brings up the whole; budget question 

again, and I think there needs to be some recognition about 

what can be done and the real need for budgeting in this area .... 

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Okay, thank you. Alex? 

MR. ALEX SALDAMANDO: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and 

members° My name is Alex Saldamando. I am an Assistant District 

Attorney with the District Attorney's office in San Francisco. 

I'm With the Consumer Fraud "White Collar Clime Unit •which 

receives 3,600 to 3,700 consumer complaints per year or a little 

over 300 a month•. We are set up maybe a little differently 

than a lot of units. We hawe what is called a mediation unit 

which is staffed hy interns of both law students and college 

students who actually try to mediate complaints •that we receive 

if it looks like that ~ is a possibility. If that fails then 

we consider litigation or some other approach. We have also 

just started going out to the neighborhoods trying to reach 

principally the lower income by the use of a complaints mobile 

whieh apparently has been very effective in Chinatown. We 

are having some problems i;. some Qf the other areas which we 

a~re trying to straighten out. My interest in low income issues, 

for those of you who may not know my background, Stems from the 

fact that I wa~s, prior to coming to the District Attorney's 

Office, a legal services attorney first with San Francisco 

Neighborho,-] Legal Assistance Foundation in the Mission office 
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which was a lot of Spanish-speaking people, and then with. 

California Rural Legal Assistance which .also has a lot of 

Spanish-speaking people ~n rural areas, ..... 

I have been asked to talk about consumer credit issues 

this morning. I was glad to hear Ms. Goldinger point out that 

approximately 93% of low income people have some kind ofdeal- 

ings with installmen~ contracts and that's what I would like to 

focus on. First, very quickly and sort of in anecdote fashion, 

i would like to relate to you the kind of person we are up 

against out there, We put a man away on a home improvement 

fraud. He got three months. He got oust and agreed to talk 

to our unit, our interns, to tell them how a confidence man 

operates. It was very enlightening to them I think. FirSt 

of all, he said he picks on low income and picks on the elderly, 

And he said if he sees a no trespassing or no peddlers sign he 

goes up to the door beca~use he feels he can sell that person 

something, His approach is to try to sell you anything,° fix 

your lightbulb, anything to get your confidence. He says 

once he's got your confidence he's goin~ to sell you somet~hing. 

He says the only reason we caught him~and were able to put 

him away was because he used to be a licensed contractor and 

he lost h~s license. ' He operates •primarily in the Sunset area 

of San Francisco. He has now left town. His parting shot 

to the students was, "HOW do you think I'm doing? Do you 

think I could go on the college lecture tour and talk about 

being a confidence man?" He was conning the students as he 

went, and in fact he said he would be in contact with us to 
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try to have us help him set up his lecture tour. So that is 

the kind of person you maybe dealing with. 

ASSEMBLYMAN Fk~gTON: Did he con you into doing it7 

MR. SALDAMANDO: He conned one of our investigators 

into taking him into the airport, that's for sure. Well, 

consumer credit installment contracts. There are basica~l!y two 

types we are dealing with -- the Reese-Leverlng, or automob%le 

sales contracts and all the others fQr goods and services which 

are covered under the Unruh Act. We are als0 dealing With loans 

principally to the necessitous borrower which would invoke then 

th?personal property brokers, the industri~-~l loan br~kers and 

the Small Loan Act. These all o£ course are subjec~ to Truth- 

in-Lending. They may or may not be subject to Mr. Fenton's 

Three-Day Cooling-Off Period Bill. They may or may not be 

subject to Song-Beverly, and I will try to develop that a 

lit~t!e. My focus will be not so much on the flagrant abuses 

but ~n the practices by which creditors are permitted to 

system~tiCally exact ~f~ated or unnecessary charges or engage 

in practices which may be legal but Which ~re unfair under the 

circumstances. 

First, Iwould like to discuss ~he type of contract 

which is usually the big,gest money investment for a low income 

person. That is the purchase of an automobile, and that is 

regulated by the Reese-Lever~ng Act.• Most people need, 

especially rural areas, that automobile to get to work because 

there is very bad or no.~-existent public transportation. And 

this is also the area where the buyer is most likely to receive 
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the least fair treatment. Th~is area is characterizedby form 

contracts and high pressure sales and I've got a ~orm contract. 

This is being used by some auto dealers in the San Francisco 

area this year. This is the contract that a borrower, a person 

who purchases an automobile, has to sign. I also have a copy, 

for any of you who would like to see, of the Civil Code 1632 

Spanish translation of a contract which is similar in form to 

this one but it is based on a slightly different version of 

this type Of contract. Now, as may be evident, if you look at 

these contracts they tend robe complex, elaborate, long, very 

confusing and they are presented to people on a take-it-or- 

leave-it basis~ ~ have never seen a case yet, and I have been 

practicing for seven years now in low income areas, where 

someone has been able to modify one of these form contracts. 

And I think this raises some real serio=s questions as to how 

far disclosure is going to carry you. California is probably 

in the forefront in a lot of this, a lot of transla.ion of 

documents, and disclosures to low income people, particularly 

the Civil Code 1632, bills like Mr. Penton's bills which 

prohibit door-to-door soliciation, etc. Not only are these 

contracts presented on a take-i~-or-lea~e-it basis, but they 

often impose major obligations on a consumer, none of which is 

disclosed on the front side. They require consume£s to main- 

tain property insurance or vendor single i~teres~ insurance 

or physical damage insurance on the particular vehicle that 

is purchased often times at an exhorbitant cost and incidentally• 

is something we are looking into now. For example, we've got 

several cases where the property insurance alone is running 
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about 20 percent of the unpaid balance uf the contract per year. 

There is no control uver this type of insurance. We ale probably 

going to be making some efforts to bring in the Department of 

Insurance or somebody else to look into this area. ~is may be 

an area where the Leqislature might also be interested in look- 

ing. These form contracts, on the reverse side, tend to have a 

provision which excludes all warranties unless expressly made. 

Now what this does and I think this deals with a question that 

Mr. Fenton raises, why aren't people using the Song-Bex'erly Act. 

One of the reasons you can't use Song-Beverly is that, unless 

there is a warranty, Song-Beverly does not apply. So these 

contracts specifically exclude any protection you might get 

under Song-Beverly, especially when you couple it with the next 

provision which is often in these contracts, and that is a 

provision which says that no oral modifications are valid un- 

less they are reduced to writing. Now this is the bane of any- 

body buying an automobile, especlally a used automobile. This 

.leads m~ into my next area of discussion, whJzh are the sales 

tactics and they can best be summarized by saying some sales- 

people, and I'm not saying all do, but some salespeople tell 

you whatever you want to hear. If you want to hear it's a 

good car they will tell you it's a good car. If you say, "Do 

I have warranties on this?" they will tell you "Yes, you have 

warranties." If you point out that the language of the con- 

tract differs from what they are telling them, they say "Don't 

worry about it. It's taken care of." But obviously that 

previous provision says that if you don't modify it or&lly 

it's not valid. T~ically, when the customer comes back to 
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compl~in and says," But', hey, the salesman told my differently," 

well, that salesman is never available. You are dealing with 

the credit manage~ or somebody who says, "Sorry, it's not in 

the contract," or "it wasn't in there; therefore it's not Valid0" 

Or, they sell warranty prGtection which--we have some policies 

where they are selling warranty protection for one year for 

about $175 to $200 which excludes just about everything that 

could go wrong with your car. It's very difficult to c~llect 

under these things. Qr, they service them very badly. We have 

| 
had both situations. We also have, in this sales approach, an 

"overselling~. Some sellers encourage buyers to purchase auto- 

mobiles which the ~buyer cannot really a.fford. And there are 

several reasons for this. The first one is the seller loads 

up the contract and by loading up the contract, I mean the seller 

sells the vehicle at the maximum annual percentage rate which 

is 21.5% under the Reese-Levering. They often inflate ~he price 

of the vehicle, especially if it's a used vehicle. Someone 

testified tohat a Pinto was sold for $8,000 and that's a little 

high but it is not impossible. They will give you a i~ trade- 

in value. We have a case,where a woman went back to the dealer 

where she bought the first car, was given a lot of trouble and 

said "! want to trade it in for somebody else. Well, she ~still 

owed $900 on the contract so they gave her only $700 trade-in 

on a Vehicle which was worth about $1,200. So, she ended up, 

rather than trading the vehizle, owing them another $200, when 

you work out the entire transaction. And then on top of this, 

dealers tend to sell what can be very expensive insurance 
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coverage. The vendor single interest policy which can run 

about 20 percent of your unpaid balance, credit insurance which 

can be I0 to 15 percent of your contract andboth of these in- 

surances benefit the creditor, are required by creditors. In 

other words, the carrier is obtained by the creditor but it is 

paid for entirely by the buyer and the seller, at least in the 

area of credit insurance, can get up to 35 percent of the,premium 

as a commission. The Department of Insurance has held some 

hearings in February where they propose to--it would have the 

effect of reducing the commission that the creditor could get 

from the sale of credit insurance. Senator Robbins introduced 

the bill which would nullify this regulation i~ it ever comes 

down. That's SB 1260 which has just passed the Senate and' will 

probably be on the Assembly si~e, although I imagine it will 

go to Finance, Insurance, andCommerce and not this particular 

'Committee for which I think you should be thankful because I 

think it is a headache of a bill. This is the part of the auto 

sales transaction which really upsets people. I tried to 

explain it to someone--that that's the law and the people are 

dismayed, the M are outraged and they are bitter at this. This 

is that if you default on the payment the dealer can repossess 

the vehicle and can often sell it for what is less than the 

retail value and then come back andsue you for deficiency 

judgment. 

There was an Alameda County study done in 1971 

through 1973 which was reported in the Stanford Law Review of 

the April 1975 issue where it was pointed out that dealers who 

t 
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were selling these vehicles on a wholesale basis as opposed t0 

.retail basis were only deriving 50 percent of ~he retail blue 

book value of a used car or 61 percent of the retail value of a, 

new car versus the 75 percent value on a used sale if you were 

forced to sell retail, i.e., put it back on the lot and sell it 

or 95 percent of the retail value if you again were forced to 

put it on the lot, The effect of this is that there is no 

.compunction for dealers to really do other than to wholesale 

the vehicles and because there £sa deficiency judgment they 

can •then come back and sue you and take you to court and collect 

whatever they didn't collect on this wholesale _ransaction. 
P 

Thus, it's almost impossible for an automobile dealer to lose 

although there are some who lose--I'll recognize that but it's 

not that easy, Contracus are loaded up, cars are repossessed 

and sold at less than the fair market value of the Vehicle and 

the person is sued for deficiency judgment and on top of that 

gets attorney's fees and costs. Attorney's fees can run 3C 

percent of the unpaid balance. It's all legal. And, as I 

pointed out, when you explain to someone that the fact that 

the car has been repossessed and sold is not going to be the 

end of their agony because the creditor is very likely going 

to be able to come after them for deficiency judgment. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GAGE: If someone has credit insurance 

that required credit insurance they could still repossess.and 

use deficiency judgment? 

MR. SALDAMANDO: The credit insurance only kicks in 

if you become disabled or die. And the purpose of At is to 

continue your payments should you become disabled or die. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON..- They can't be required to pay 

credit insurance. 

MR. SALDAMANDO::- Mr. FentOn, I don't normally like to 

disagree with legislators. 

ASSEMBLYM~ FENTON: 'They might do it by innuendo, 

bu:t, I think directly they can't . . . . .  

MR. SALDI~4ANDO: No, I will disagree with you, £or t:his 

reason. You cannot requir~ someone to buy credit insu~rance in 

a loan transaction, but there i,s no such prohibition on reqUiE- 

ing people to obtain credit insurance in a Reese-Levering t~e 

of transaction. The Finance Code specilfically prohibits a 

lender., a personal property broker, industrial loan broker, 

from requ~iring the purchase of credit insurance as a part of a 

loan. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: Right, a loano That's what 

they're gett:ing here. 

MR. SALD~O: No, this is a retail installment 

.sale of an automobile which is not prohibited that way. It 

would be if, instead of the dealer selling the vehicle, you 

went down to Friendly Finance, got a loan which was used' to pay 

off the Vehicle and then you would really owe money on just 

the loan. In that case the lender could not sell you credit 

insurance because the law prohibits--well he could sell it to 

you--but he could not require that as part of the loan. i'f 

you like, I can lay out the memo for y~u. 

ASSEMBLY~AN FENTON: .I w_~sh you would. 

MR. SALDAMANDO: I'll do that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ~'ENTO..~: I buy a car and go to get credit, 
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right? First I buy a car and they can require me tO carry 

insurance which is fine. That's no problem. Now I go to get 

the loan. They can require me to get credit insurance? 

MR. SALDAMANDO: No, they cannot. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: Well, who requires me to get the 

credit insurance? 

MR. SALDAMANDO: The dealer can require you to get 

the credit insurance as part of selling you the vehicle under 

the Reese-Levering in the contract but you've got to treat them 

as two separate transactions. If ~u are buying from a dealer 

the dealer can require you to purchase credit insurance. If 

you are not buying from a dealer... 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: You mean i~ you are borrowing 

from £he.. o 

MR. SALDAMANDO: Borrowing from the dealer through 

the retail installment contract because all that is is tha% you 

ale paying the $3,000 or whatever you are paying for the car 

back in monthly installment payments. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: Directly to him, you mean? 

MR. SALDAMANDO: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: I°f he's carrying you not out- 

side you mean. 

MR. SALDAMANDO: Right. I'll write you a memo. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: All right, thanks. 

MR. SALDAMANDO: Now, before I leave the area of 

~utomobile transactions, I would like to point out another 

problem which Z am sure you are going to face next session, 
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if the bill ever gets over there from the Senate. That is the 

automobile, insurance coS.is to comply with financial responsi- 

bility as opposed to any property insurance. There Was a Senate 

To and F.I. hearing on this issue back in January 1977, 

where it was pointed out to the Committee there that automobile • 

insurance can be about $800 in Los Angeles. I talked to an 

insurance agent in San Francisco who told me that in the Mission 

the coverage might cost you $_1,5100 if you were • not a terrific 

risk. 

ASSEMBL~74AN TORRES: I paid $1,200 a year because of 

where I live for ten percent use of my car because I happen to 

live in EaSt Los Angeles° 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOCKYER: Just the supl~lement on your 

state car? 

ASSEMBLYMAN TORRES : Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOCKYER: yOU don't have any other auto? 

ASSEMBLI~AN TORRES: No. 

ASSEMBL~ LOCK~ER: We Were just discussing the 

same thing. It's not quit~ that high ~ut-it ~ is really extra- 

ordi~nary for ten percent. 

ASSEMBLYMAN TORRES: I moved from Boyle Heights 

because I couldn't get a loan to buy a house in East L~s 

Angeles because it was red-l~ngd and we had to t, ove to China- 

town, which we liked, in the District. They let us in, and 

we won't bring down the neighborhood, and I was paying $800 a 

year in Boyle Heights and it rose to $1,2..00 when we moved to 

Chinatown. 
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MR. SALDAMAND~: I think Mr. Torres is ha~ing worse 

luck than apparently the average Los Angeles motorist, but I 

think ~hat this points out, and it's being reflected again in .... 

the uninsured motorist situation where it is creeping back up 

again. We are back up to almost 20 percent of California 

motorists are driving around uninsured. There were some efforts 

to institute no-fault in California. Mr. Fenton had a b~il~ 

McAlis~er had a bill; Mr. F~ran ha~ a bill and now Senator 

Garamendi has a bill, SB 499, which ~s Etill si~tting in the 

Senate, as a means of trying tO reduce ~he cost ~ auto in- 

@ 

O 

O 

surance~ 

ASS~MBL~FENTON: ~You~re talking about no-fault? 

MR. sALDAMANDO: Yes, sir. I pointed out your billo 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: Let mesay that one of my 

biggest opposition for no-fault came from ~ consumer groups. 

MR. SALDAMANDO: That's correct, and for cost control 

@ 

reasons, Mm. Fenton. But I think at some point the Legislature 

is igoing to have to look into the possibility of perhaps sub- 

sid~zing low income people who cannot afford to lay out 30 or 

40 percent of their annual income for inSUrance or perhaps a 

state insurance plan or something. I th~nk it is a headache 

that is going to be wi~h you for awhile, 

The~ Second area of installment contracts is the 

O 

O 

Unruh Act type of contract for goods and services. The con- 

sequences in this type of contract are not so severe because 

the creditor cannot repossess whatever is sold to you. It 

can only sue you for the unpaid balance. BecauSe of this, 

I think the problems that at least I've seen in this area are 

0 

0 
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not as bad as the ones I've seen in the automobile insurance 

area. Now, we do have some instances of overpricing, especially 

of appliances~. We have a lot of problems in the home ~mprovement 

contract area where people are having to fix up their homes a!~ 

they don't know what they're doing and they are falling prey to 

a lot of unlicensed and disreputable contractors. We've had a 

lot of trouble with some of these what I call upward-bound or 

self'improvement type of services--that is, people want to read 

better, the speed~eading type of situation and modeling agencies. 

At ~his point, I was not aware of Mr. Fenton's Three-day Cooling- 

Off Bill but we're going to be usinq it I think very successfully 

in the speedreading case where the person is cQming up and sign- 

ing people up in their home and so your bill will apply per- 

fectly here because they're not giving the notice, so I think 

we're go&ng to be able to help a lot of people with that. 

One of the problems with translations of the contracts, 

if you'll look at the contract that is being passed around, is 

. that it's very difficult for people to understand the contract 

regardless of what language it is in. California has a fairly 

decent co-signer warning but Unfortunately the warning often- 

times comes t~o late for some people since it does not have to 

be given until at the time the contract is signed. There is 

no Three-Day Cooling--Off period. The FDC is proposing hearings 

at which they would require a Three-Day Cooling-OfT period and 

I think that probably will be adopted. By then, they will 

apply in California. 

I had this fairly elaborate presentation prepared 

on the small loan business in California, but in the interest 
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of time, I thi~k I will defer to some of these other witnesses. 

It c;'n be a problem in California. The Legislature is going to 

have to wrestle with the rates we're being charged again next 

year because the two-year bill that Senator Dills passed a couple 

years will expire, 

@ 

@ 

We pointed out at some hearings held by Mr. McAlister 

on the Rule of Seventy-Eight,that they overcharged the Cali- 

fornia consumers, by using the Rule of Seventy-Eight as a means 

of rebating unearned interest charges, ~s about $40 million a 

year just in the personal property broker and industrial loan 

broker ty~.e of loans. I think you're gQing to have to deal 

with that as well next sess~Qn. 

In conclusion, I would like to emphasize that there 

are a number of reputable, honest, business people out there 

who are not ~rying to gouge consumers. It must be difficult 

for some of them, especially if they're a little strapped for 

money to stand by and watch some of the rip-off artists take 

business away from them by all these faul~s and misleading 

types of representaCions. I think one thing that's going to 

have to be done, before too long, is that there's got to be 

some means of streamlining the types of contracts the con- 

sumers are being required to sign and there is no one that 

can really understand what they're entering into. I don't 

even know if consumer education can help you beyond a certain 

point. There's going to have to be a very serious look at, 

maybe by the Federal Government, FTC or by the state in cutting 

out a lot of the unnecessary verbiage that confuses what's 

really occurring in these contracts. I think, further, to 
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attempt to restrict the overcharging and. overselling p,~r+,~cular!y 

of insurance, the ~gislature is going, to have to deal with ~the 

fact that it is in: the self-interest of many c~ed'itors ~o sell 

the stuff,~ since they are receiving commissions as I pointed 

out thirty-five percent in credit insurance and I don't know 

What in property insurances. It's not regulated at all and ~I 

think that avenue is going to have 'to be either restricted or 

greatly shut-off to prevent those creditors who are sel!ing 

the policies because it's good for their profit margin and not-, 

necessariiy good for consumers. Thank ~.ou, wery much. I'd be 

happy to answer an~ questions you m~ght 0 have. 

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Q~estions from members? Anyone 

out there that has a burn~ing one to ask Alex? Thank you:, 

.MR. HERSCHEL ELKINS : I know you ' re all hu'ngry i 

Herschel Elkins~, Deputy Attorney General, in charge, of the 

AttOrney General's Consumer Prot:ection Unit. I'll try ~to Cu~t. 

down "the comments,. 

We receive complaints from the public ~n a nu~er 

of ways.. We find out about information in, a number of ways. 

One is directly from-the i tblic. The major c~mplaimts we receive 

is mail order, particul0a~y out-of-state problems. Out-of- 

state people complaining abou~ California companies, California 

companies complaining about, oU.t-of-state c6mpanies becaUse we're 

the ~niy agency that they would normally go to ~here. 

Problems of auto sales, of' repeated repair of a 

problem of maybe within the warranty period and have to go 

back again and again and again. 
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Short stocking where the product is advertised and is not avail- 

able and then one particular problem that affects poor people 

that has not been touched upon by anyone here at all and has 

not been touched upon by anyone that I recall ever. As a matter 

of fact, we have a bill that is, tried to get rid of some of 

this problem. It used to be a problem that affected only middle 

income and high income families and it has to do with the 

vending machine, the rack and the work-at-home schemes. The 

approach essentially is the people who have dead-end jobs or 

who are on Social Security or the elderly and see inflation 

goingup and they see the problems connected with all the goodies 

around that they are unable to get and they are convinces that 

they should pay anywhere from $800 to $8,000 for ten vending 

machines and the idea essentially is that these vending machines 

be placed in various stores and they do all the work, you need 

no expertise Whatsoeveri and you simply go around and collect 

the money each week. The same problem in regard to work-at- 

home schemes and racks, 

ASSEMBLYMAN GAGE: What was it--work-at-home schemes 

and what? 

• MR. ELKINS: Racks. Instead of the vendinglmachines 

things that are placed on racks in stores and the raising of 

worms and all sorts of things which I'll get to in a minute 

which are considered somewhat esoteric but are not. Now, the 

majority of the people that we've examined are in low and low 

income groups. People for example, have borrowed money on 

theiu homes and because of the rapid rate of inflation, any. 

one who owns a home, no matter how poor'an area, usually has 
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some equity in it, borrowed from their relatives, borrowed f:rom 

every finance company around to try to dig up a couple of 

thousand dollars and then discover misrepresentations that are 

made. 

We have had complaints, not 200, but complaints ~ga~inst 

200 companies in this past year in California, very few of which 

are now in business. Most of which soon disappear, and we rarely 

ever g~t a complaint until the company, of course, goes under. 

lh fact, we rarely get complaints, which is one of the big 

problems particularly in low income areas. There,s distrust of 

government and a lack Of calling in complaints. 

We have gone in, for example, when ~he landlord has 

complained that someone had left leaving the rent due and here 

was one of these vending machine schemes and we went in and 

found something like 180 individuals, each who are to pay $2,500 

for these vending machines, none of which even received these 

machines and they were almost all in low income areas. This is 

.a problem area. 

Another problem area that we now ha~e is an area, 

agaii~: that no one has tal~ed about and these are very difficult 

cases. We brought one so far and we have a series we're about 

to bring and that's in regard £o home foreclosures. If a 

person owns a home and can't make the payments and he's behind 

on a payment, he ge~s this Notice of Intent to Foreclose. 

This gives him 90 days to make up the payment. That has to 

be filed with the county. The moment, that's filed, on his 

front door appear people and brochures and pamphlets telling 

how they can get out of this forfeiture problem. 
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Let me give you an example of a person who came in 

on Friday to our office. Individuals, both on Social Security, 

people apparently about reighty years old. They owned a home. 

They owned ~I~800 back payment. They had $i,400 of that. They 

only needed $400 more. However, this notice was sent. They 

could have easily handled the matter. They could have gotten 

the additicnal $400. They had ninety days to get it. They 

could have gotten an extension from the bank but instead, they 

signed a document where they turned over this money to an in- 

dividual who is licensed as a lender, sold the house to this 

individual. They didn't realize they did this, of course but 

it'S all in the document . They didn't read it. It's in simple 

language and it's not complicated legaleze. It's very simple 

language. They sold the house to them. TheY're renting the 

house back ~rom the individual at the same rate ~hat they were 

paying for their rent, taxes and everything else. And then 

they have an option within two years to buy it back again at 

a substantial increase. But if they miss any payment by 15 

days, they lose their option. So, they lose all the protectiOns 

the Legislature has given to them. This is not uncommon. We 

were told it didn't exist Since we started and now we've got 

about 10 companies engaging in this in Orange ~ounty and Los 

Angeles County. In fact, we even have advertisements from the 

newspaper, how to take advantage of people in foreclosure. 

The problem is that the documents are all there if 

you read them. We've had complaints from courts, from a judge 

who said look, someone... 
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ASSEMB~,YMAN FENTON: These • companies you say are 

licensed? 

MR. ELKINS: SOme of th, em are licensed, for example, 

as brokers but the agency that licenses them says that this 

activity is net covered by the license. 

ASSZMBLYMAN FZNTON: And there is no way that you 

could bring pressure on them as a licensee? 

MR. ELKINS: No, what we're going is trying to gather 

enough information to sue them as we are. One of the problems 

is w e  don't get the complaints til people have left their homes. 

You can't even find them and the basic problem with poor people 

buying automobilQs or homes or anything else is they don't 

remember what happened and they make very poor witnesses, You 

call them in and say what happened? Well, the guy was go~nu to 

lend me some monkey and he was going to take care of my loan, 

but it says r~ght here you're selling the property to him. It 

says, "I sell the property to". You can't even argue that it 

.was written in another language or written in complicated 

language. Well, they didn't really read it. This is what in 

fact they '~ere told. And when we can gather Up enough to shDw 

that this is a pattern, we sue. But, it's an area that no one 

has really looked into carefully because the activity by the 

people is not covered. Some are real estate brokers, they"~e 

licensed as real estate brokers, but %his is a sale to them 

directly, they're not covered. Some are brok_~rs or lenders 

under other licenses and can't be covered there. 

A third problem is frozen meat. A food problem. You 

find now, a number of poor 2eople who, for example, are told 
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that they can get all the meat that they need at less money 

than they're paying now on monthly payments. So, they're not 

paying any more than they are now, and theyire sold the fore- 

quarter or the h'indquarter or entire side of beef, or two sides 

of bee=_, and it's supposed to iast them for six months. 

Series of misrepresentations are being made. As a 

matter of fact, in one of the companies that we sued, the sales- 

man in one particular case cailed in to his manager and said, 

"These people aren't going to buy, they can read." The people 

are almost always poor, and what happens is, and this is where 

legislation might very well be needGd. We don't have it in 

specific form, but let me tell you what some of the problems 

are. People are told that buying meat at seventy-nine cents 

a pound--for example, hanging weight. Hanging weight means the 

weight yb~1 got it on the hoof and with the meat they se!l, 

which is y~:ld five Usually, where we lre used to prime choice 

and goods, the people aren't used to yields. Yield 1 and 2 

don't have much fat, yield 5 is all fat. So, they lose maybe 

~"~,'. on fat. If they come into the place, they are switched So 

an,Jther product because you take one look at that stuff and 

}'o:i 'd never buy it. And then they discover that when they 

listed the Porterhouse and the T-Bones and the steaks and 

everything else and then on the bottom they listed hamburger 

and the stew, they don' ~ tell you you're gettin 9 one Porterhouse 

and a couple of T-Bones and 60~ stew. There is no requirement 

that the list be in order of the number. There is no require- 

ment that they list the approXi,nate loss. In some of the in- 

junctions we're getting against these companies, we are re- 
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tell people what the loss is, what they're really buying. But 

the problem is that the people are going from door--to-door and 

what they're doing from door-to-door, in order to get out of 

your bill, is they're telling them, you really have to come .down 

to the plant and they get switched there. The transaction occurs 

at the plant, not in their homes, The solicitation is in the 

home.  

The problem, of course, with the Three-Day Cooling- 

Off period is it doesn't help there because they don't even 

know what they've got until the meat is delivered. The meat is 

never delivered during the three-day period.~ Almost all ,. 

companies comply with that Three-Day Cooling-Off Peric, d Bill, 

even the companies that are really suspect. They don't deliver 

the goods for a period of three days or more and, of course, by 

that time it is too late. But the consumers often• don't even 

"realize what happened. They get short-weighted quite often, 

they don't get the products they ordered. A great deal of a 

problem area in this area of frozen meat. 

Other problems, it was mentioned for example, regard- 

ing the immigration. Thi,.~ is a dif~ficulty. I'~ you think the 

problem of the poor not c,.',~plaining is bad, the problem of 

people who are here illegally is even worse because how can 

they testify. There is always a fear that they're going to be 

sent back despite our protestations and it's not our intent. 

Besides they don't trust government. They come from countires 

that sometimes government was not always on their side. 

The. problems, therefore, are that we cannot find the 

| 
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complaints. We have brought these cases in regard to the 

• immigration ones and some of them alone, some of them in con- 

"junction with the City Attorney, some of them ~ we ;turned over 

to the city ~ttorney, some they found on their own. But finding 

the people is almost impossible. So we have to go ou~ and dig 

for some of this stuff ourselves. 

Now, let me cover a couple of things very briefly-- 

the Song-Beverly Ac~. What shirley said is ,not reaily accurate. 

We are, prosecuting the Song-BeVerly Act. FOr several years we 

had some p~oblems because it was preempt~ed by ! the federal govern~ 

ment which has a habit of ~preempt~ng almost ~everythin'g~ BUt 

it's no longer preempted. 'We got that exemT.tiono But even 

during that period, we argued that they misread what the 

federal act is and we have been bringing action. ~na we have 

been warning tremendous numbers of companies. The difficulty 

~s we don~'t get "no" complaints, no one has ever complained of 

a violation of Song-Beverly to us or any other agency we ~ow 

of. They don't know, for example, that if they buy a water 

heater and the water heater is in ~heir home and the warranty 

says if something goes Wrong, dismantle it and send it back to 

Massachusetts that that's a violation of California law. That 

if you buy something that is unreasonable to Eeturn, the 

company ~as to go out to your house and fix it or it has to 

pay. NoW, it says in the warranty you have to send it back, 

So, why would they complain to anybody? They don't have the 

information. If we had the information, it would take us a 

week to bring the action. I mean we could do it very, very 

rapidly if we have it. The problem is, Of course, there are 
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probably thirty or forty bills that the California Legislature 

has passed that do not involve a particular agency or regulations 

under that agency or specific remedies,-even criminal remedies 

quite often. Our office can, under the general fair competition 

section~ bring these actions if we know about them, but we often 

just don' t know about them. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FENTON: Remember my bill I passed that 

said when you have a warranty item and when it goes in for 

repair th. ~ number of days it's in you don't have it tacked on 

to the warranty? Has that worked at all? 

MR. ELKINS: That' s an interesting thing. ~gain, 

people don't know about it. For example, they take an auto- 

mobile in, and this is the problem with automobiles. YoU take 

it in and it takes two months to fix. We did have a couple of 

people who did know your bill and they said, "Look, you didn't 

do it in this period of~ time." The guy Says, "Look, the only 

part I got is in Oapan.~ I've looked everywhere.. I don't have 

it. You want to take the car back, you can ~ake it back. But 

if you want me to f~ix it, you'll have to wait here for a mont~h." 

Then after i~t"s fixed, they come back again the next week and 

t/,e next week and the next week. Whenever it's come to our 

attention, we contacted the company and said, "Look, there's 

an extension period." Often, aS a matter of fact, the dealers 

are willing to extend it for a period of time. The problem 

is, with an automobile, it's your means of transportation. 

You're noL in a good bargaining position. You bought, a lemon. 

It goes in again and again and again, and about the fifth or 
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sixth time you're a little frustrated. So~ you take in in some- 

where else where you know they'll f~x it, when you pay them for 

it. 

There are problems, the dealersbla,~e the manufacturer. 

They say they don't, pay us enough for the warranty work. The 

manufacturers blame the dealers, saying they're making more 

money than they should on the other repair work, they Should ~e 

doing th~s. 

~e Song-Begerly has a lot o~ good things init. We~'ll 

bming o~er the next tWo months about maybe a dozen actions 

against companies violating ,the SOng-Beverly Act and hopefully 

that wil! publicize the problem and will also convince companies, 

to comply with i~. That's a technique that we have used'. 

in regard to ~he Credit Life and Dis~bility~ ~ecause 

Assemblyman Fenton ra£sed that question, i'm unaware of any 

automobile dealer that has required Credit Life and D~sabili~y. 

They 'have required liability. In fact, there's, usually a box 

which says I understand that I'm asking for this and is n~t 

required, C,redit L~fe, and Disability. Strangely enough, there 

are a number of people and particularly poor people whowant 

~he Credit Life and Disability. They ask for i~ and are angry 

if the company doesn't sell ~£ to them at those outrageous 

rates becausle they're afraid of What's going to happen if 

they're disabled or whatever. 

Now, in regard to the translation. We have, for 

example, a thing that goes out called On-Guard in English, 

Spanish, and now it's in Japanese. I assume we could also 

p~t it out in Chinese and Portuguese and Korean and a dozen 
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other languages. I'm not sure that that many people read it.i 

~If th?y're soph,isticated e, ough to read the material that goes 

out, they p~obably don't need the material. We try and we try 

to get some of the material out. In regard to the Spanish 

Language • Contracts, one of the problems there is that the Spanish 

Language contracts are~ often written by professors in universities 

and it's not straight Spanish. So, I think the English would help 

probably even mDre. 

Under the present law they don't have the contract 

~given to them. They have a right to see a typical copy of it 

and people just don't normally ask for it. By the• way, sometimes 

the Legal Aid Groups are angry when the i~,.dividual does give 

the copy in Span'ish. Many Legal Aid people • have told me that 

if they have a person who speaks only Spanish and got a contract 

in -:nglish and they go to court and say to the judge, look, • this 

man was g~iven a contract in a lan~age he doesn't even under- 

stand, they have a bett,er chance than if a person is given a 

contract Which they are not 'going to read anyway, or wouldn't 

understand' anyway. So, they feel, in effect~ , it may be a way 

of taking away ~he defense and doesn'£ g~ve the person anything 

because he isn't trained to read it or doesn't u-derstand what 

the terminology means. I don't know, itis all guess--ork and 

no on ~_ has any statistics on this. I could obviousl~, spend a 

great deal of time. I wish I could, but ~ I know you're all 

hungry and I'd like to end with that and see if there are any 

particular questions tohat you have. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GAG--': The first instance of rate or in- 

Cidence of problems you face you cited ~s interstate in one 
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way or another. 

MR. ELKINS: yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GAGE: Is your office limited substantiail~ 

in what you can do in those instances or do you have authority? 

MR. ELKINS: We have authority but let me tell you 

one. little story. I'm not too sure what we can do to help. W~ 

sued a company that was in Ohio, do:lug business in California. 

That is ~ they sent in hundreds of thousands, millions of' things 

into California--mail order. We got an injunction. The company 

went bankrupt. 'The Bankruptcy Court, by th~ way, protects 

people who cheat eonsumers unfortunately too o,ften. Anyway, 

the company then went ~ Illinois. A new company° Same man but 

new company. He did no business in ~ilinois. He only did busi- 

ness out ~f the state~ so Iilinois wouldn't have any jurisdiction 

over him. We got a Prel~mirary Injunction here against him 

which he violated. So, we went to the San Francisco DistEict 

Attorney's Office., We went to the Grand Jury. We got an 

indictment, felony, misdemeanor, contempts0 all these things 

pu~t ~ogether. Went to the Governor and got extradit~ion, got 

extradition from the ~!l~nois Govcrnor. Now.° it's going through 

the courts. It will go to the state courts, they'll go to 

the ~deral courts. !~l be three years •before we get h~m 

here. But this technique is one that we're hoping to use to 

convince people out ~f the state thnt we have s~me means of 

effectuating our judgments. What do you do when you get a judg- 

ment against a person ~n Illinois or New York or New Jersey, 

how are you going to enforce it and that is a difficult problem. 
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Jur~isdiction we have. we have brought many actions 

against out-of~st&te companies. If the company is big enough 

so .it wants to continue t h.: business it complies, and we've. 

gotten very hca.vy penalties. 

We've even brought actions again,st California companies 

comp,.,ting with other California Companies doing business out of 

the state because it is a practical ma~tt-er ~ha.t's a Very diffi ~ 

cult to. ge~ t~ anybody unless they're here, But the out-of- 

state problem is awfully difficult as a practi, cal matter and iI 

just don't know how we solve i~t~-. The federal government has 

virtually no interest in bringing actio,s on these interstate 

matters. Unfortunately, the federal government has passed ' 

bills0 some of which have preempted ours and then has provided~ 

no enforcement. I wis~h that the postal authority statutes were 

better and that the U. S. Attorney would show some interest in 

bringing t h e s e  actions. Then perhaps we could do more. 

CHAIRMAN LOCKYgR: 'Rhank you very much, Herschel. 

• ~oby Rothschild is next, then Kathie Mabie is our last witness 

unless there's ~anyone he!re .that ~'m not' aware of'. 

MR. TOBY ROTHSCHILD~: Mr, Chairman, members o£ the 

Commit~ee, my name i~ Toby Rothsehild and I"m the Executive 

Direc.t~r of the Leogal Aid SoundatiOn ~n Long Beach, I've been 

in Legal Aid work for eight y~_ars now in both East Los ~ngeles 

and Long Beach and have specialized i.n problems of consumers 

and debtors. The. spe&ific topic that I want to direct this 

morning is the area of problems that are faced by senior 

citizens. Long Beach, as you may well know, is very hea,vily 

populated by seniors. I think the most recent study shows it 
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tO be the largest per capita p~pulation of seniors of any major" 

city in the country. 

0 

Seniors face the same basic kinds of problems really 

that other consumers do. The main difference is they have 

slightly different manifestations. Many of these are caused by 

the fact that they're p~rticular factual situationsi Many of 

them are homeowners, the y'v~ lived in the same home for thirty 

or forty years or whatev&r and Owned their own homes. Many 

others, because of housing costs and the like, are mobilehome 

owners or purchasers. 

Another fact which creates a lot of their • problems 

is that many of them have a nest egg, unlike muny of the lower 

income people. Man~ of the seniors whoare on small fixed in- 

co~es do have a nest egg that they've saved for their whole life 

to do something with. 

Th~S combination of facts leads to a whole number of 

uniqu~ problems really that are faced by seniors. A couple of 

them Ilerschel referred to a few minutes ago, the business 

Opportunities problems; a person is retired, just receiving 

Social Security and their approach.t'o inves~what little nest 

egg they have to buy the vending maahines or the other business 

opportunities, 

Another area that is a ~ajor problem is the area of 

home repairs. I think that was somewhat addressed. Let me 

just expand on it a little. As I indicated, many of these 

homes the people have lived in for thirty or forty years. They 

are beginning to have some problems With them and people come 

around to their door and say you really need this repair. 
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Alex was Commenting ~earlier to me about• a situation they had 

• in San Francisco where a person came around to ~he door and 

said we've taken an infrared photograph of your neighborhood 

and it shows that there's substantial heat leakago from your 

house and you really need to insulate your house. It wasn't 

true but it managed to set1. We've had two or three cases of 

tree trimmers coming around saying, you have this big tree, 

it's going to fall over, get diseased, or Whatever, it needs 

to be trimmed. I'ii trim it for you for $25. He trims the 

tree and comes b~ck to collect the $400 bill. What do ynu mean 

$400? Well, it's $25 a foot and I took eight feet off of the 

tree. The PeOple pay it because they don't realize that there's 

a choice. 

There's a follow-up problem and it was some" of the. 

things that again, Herschel, referred to and' that is a p£rsc~i 

needs to pay for these repairs, they refinance the home~, their 

income ~s limited ~nd they fall behind in the payments. It 

• leads to the Notice of ~or~closure and all of a sudden you've 

got the problem Herschel mentloned before of the r~finance 

assistance. Some of them are the kind he described. We had 

one case where a person was told that you pay your money into 

us and we'll accumulate, it for you and then as soon as you 

have enough to pay off the amount that owe we'll pay it over 

to the D.A., I guess it was in ~hat case, for you. Essentially, 

all they were doing was servin 9 as a bailk. For this privilege, 

not only did they not pay any interest but they charged eight 

percent of the total balance thai'was eventually going tc be '~ 
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paid in. So t~hat ,~he first eight p~rcent tha£ you pa.id in went 

totally to them for their services of acting as a bank, 

Mobilehomes, problems w~th the quality of construc t~on 

and failure• to ~honor the warranties, ~requ~ntly the manufacturers 

are in distant places. The dealers may ,-~, :. ,y not be around to 

honor the warranties that are provided. :': ~[~~e all S0rts of 

laws in that area. It's another • area where enforcement is 

extremely difficultY. 

Another area in a consumer related field, relating to 

housing, would be problems of tenants and there are some problems 

in khat area that are particularly difficult for semiors because 

landlords know exactly when it is that seniors are getting more 

money. They kn~w when the SoCial Security checMs are g~ing up. 

It's amazing how often t~e rent increases come when the day 

that the Social security increase comes and in the same amount. 

One other PrQblem ~I would want to point OUt • , in the 

interest of keeping it short, would be the area of hearing aids 

and other health related prQblems. It's an area where there's 

been some attempts of legislation I know of in the past few 

years. The federal governme~thas now come out with some regula- 

tions on hearing aid sales, but as a whole ~he number of 

problems of cases that we get in the hearing a~d area is just 

enormous. With that, I would be glad to respond to whatever 

questions there maybe• 

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: I only have one. It may be one 

that I Should have perhaps asked privately rather than in a 

public testim0nY . !"m just beginning to try to get familiar 

with the differen~ Consumer Protection Agencies in " rious 
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localities and I'.m-curious about, your feelings' abo~t the Long 

.Beach City Agency and Where th:y seem to be-particularly hel~ 

ful or particularly° maybe, uninterested in a certain type 

problem or something .like that and wondered ifyou might sharo 

any results, of. your experiences in working with them. 

MR. ROTHSOIILD: I think that one oftheprimary 

problems the Long Beach agency has is the same problem that we 

have and l~lerschel has and all the rest of us have, and that is 

.. very limited 'resources to tackle an extremely complex~ problem. 

W~ have begun recently coordinating much more closelywith them 

to try to prevent some of ~he overlap. There are certain things 

they cando better t'han.we can and Othersthatwe can do better 

than they can tQ tryto coordinate some of those efforts. I 

think that overall they have been very effective in those areas' 

they have done work in but beyond that, they just have not done 

as much as I would like to have seen. I think a lot of that is 

m°ney- . • 

CHAIRMAN LOCKY~R: O.K. Thank you, Toby. Kath£e? 

KATHIE MABIE: I 'm Kathie Mabie, a Consumer Analyst 

from Santa Cruz County and President of the California Consumer 

Affairs Association and I was asked to ta~k about consumer 

education i,, San£a C~uz county. I would like to share that as 

of February of this year, we are under the District Attorn~ey,s 

Office and do operate autonomously. We have a staff of three 

people, two advisory and one clerical person to cover a popula- 

tion Of 180,000. We receive 300 to 325 complaints and phone 

calls a mon£h and we try to encourage consumers to go back to 

the business and let business resolve their problems before 
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getting •involved. We have other things goin% on.besides our- 

extensiv~ education program. We publish a 'quarterly newsletter, 

glve speeches to the £ommunitY, have outreach offices and have a 

monthly radio series going. We do have 20~ of Our population 

that is retired. They are experiencing difficulEy in deciding 

to retire to Santa Cruz now and the cost of living has gone up 

tremendously in our community and housing has become extremely 

expensive as there is v~ry little available in Santa Cruz. 

That's a brief background about our of£ice and I would like to 

go into my testimony directly. 

Santa CrUZ CountyCQnsumer Affairs has be~n in the 

forefront with ~:onsumer education since 1974. Our office feels 

consumer education is one Of the keys t J curbing the problems 

in the marketplace. We ~eei by making the general public aware 

of pitfalls in purchasing goods it will make it easier for them 

to say no to tempting deals that turn out to be frauds. We 

have presented ed,~cational programs in the following areas, 

educated a workshop which focus was to present practical 

mate~irls for classrooms, to instructors ~t secondary and " " 

college levels, Spanish-speaking and low income workshops. 

The focus there was to acquaint these people with offices who 

can assist them with common consulter problems, i! would like 

to share here that the best ~vay to meet your low income people 

is to take it to where they are meeting and I have fo,md that 

the health clinics in our community are the ~est places to 
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take these programs because you have a captive audience and 

thw low income people aren't going to come to you. I have 

done workshops on automotive concerns, focusing on rights 0 - 
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and responsibilities, consumers, tenant-landlord relations focus- 

ingon the rights and responsibiiities Of both tenants and land . . . . .  

• l o r d s  and an advertising seminar which was the first in the s~ate. , 
• o 

for business people. The focus was to familiarize local busi- 

" "  ~ness W~th advert~=ing law~ an~ wha% Saht~a cruz county expects in 

the business advertising in the county. Today ~ will sha=e i~wo 

ongoing proqrams we have in"Santa Cruz County. These Programs 

are Small claim= Court workshop and m=dia£1on, IwiXi begin 

with. Small Claims Court. We began-burr program 0n ~"6rial basis' "" -" 

two years ago and it has proven to be our best program. S~ll 

Cl,~ims Court is th~ people's court for all people,• no matter 

what their incOmel ~evel is, Before our program beuan& we found 

people afraid to use Sl,all Claims Court, especially the low 

income, poorly educated and retired. Our workshop is presented 

twice a month on a.drop-in basis and b~ appointment for those 

who'can't make th~ workshop° I£ they can't make it at the 

present time, we allow them to come in by appointment. I have 

• worked with local judges in setting up a program and find them 

always appreciative of the assistance the workshop has offered 

in court and I will show Mou now some transparencies and I believe 

transparencies are an eacy way to communicate bezaus~ anybody 

in my office can carry an overhead pro~ector and a~ybody can 

use the transparencies and we have set it up in a before geing 

to court basis. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GAGE: Do you find these in terms of 

pamphlet form or booklet form a di'stribution in comm,~nities? 

MS. MABIE: No. We don't have the budget, but any- 

body is welcome te have a copy of our• transparencies arid O U z  
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workshop is available in our main office plus in the watsonville 

office. We're thesecond smallest county in the state and we 

do cover about 500 square miles but we don't have the problem 

that you do in... 

ASSEMBLYMAN GAGE: What percentage of complaints come 

from students at UCSC? 

MS. MABIE: Relatively small complaints. The UCSC 

campus is kin~ of a city to itself in Santa Cruz and the people 

pretty much stay on the campus. But anyway it is set up before 

going to court and due to the lack of time I will just go and 

show you and let you read for yourself and then we go and actually 

present the case to the judge and then after judgment. This is 

a very critical area because people don't realize that they 

have rights after the judgment has been granted and they are 

unable to collect, so my main purpose in telling them about 

this is so they know that we can assist them in getting their 
9 

judgment collected. 

ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: In the district I represent in 

San Francisco I had that prepared in pamphlet form and dis- 

tributed it to 80,000 households in my district with newsletters 

that every legislator is authorized to send to their districts 

several times a year. 

MS. MABIE: I'll go talk to Assemblyman Mello on this. 

ASSEMBLYM/~ AGNOS: I think ne's the kind of person 

who would be delighted to do it and you might also refer him 

to the fact that I've done it and some other legislators have 

already done it in a recognizable fozm. In fact, if you'll write 

to my office, I'll be glad to Send you a copy of what we did. 
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MS. MABI E: Ok. I sure will. That's great to hear. I 

t~ink the consumers feel they need the assistance in putting their 

information tbgether. I think that's a fantastic idea. Un- 

fortunately we operate on a $50,000 a year budget and try to do 

an awful lot Of education in~ that budget and sometimes out 

printing of materi~Is is what suffers. Our woDkshop is presented 

in an informal manner, 10 to 15 minute presentation, on what 

the court expects, assistance is offered on an ind!ividual basis 

and each person's case is discussed and suggestions are made on ~ 

as tol what evidence they may need in court. For the pearson who 

needs more assistance because they have difficuIty speaking or 

W~iting Engli~ we spendmore time with them'and help them 

prepare their outline and other materials they need to take to 

court, we point out that Small Claims Court isn't like Perry 

Mason but a more informal, courtroom setting where the judge is 

interes~ted in hearin~ their c~se. For those people whQ are 

apprehensive, we suggest going a couple o~.days before their 

hearing and sitting in on a court session. There are many 

problems that can't be resolved by this o~f~ice beCaUSe there 

is no right or wrong in t~he law and so we must refe~ it on 

to ~mall C~aims Court. Befone we began our workshops, many of 

our low income ~nd retired people would drop the case rather 

than go to Small Claims Court, with the assistance of ~our 

workshops, these people will go to Sraall Claims Court to try 

and recoup money that is taken from them in an unfair manner. 

It is a relief for these people to know that they Can go to court 

for $4.50 without an attorney. 
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Unfortunately, the low income and retired people are 

very trusting and often get stuck With purchases they can't afford 

or that are useless. Encouraging these people to use Small Claims 

Court is very important so that they can recoup part of the many 

~llars lost each year in unscrupulous sales transactions in the 

marketplace. I am one person in the consumer movement who .feels 

the Small Claims Court!evel should' be raised tO a $1,000o08 

because so many people who can't afford attorneys lose this 

amount each year in shody transactions. If the claim was 

raised, these people woUld have the opportunity to recoup a 

more realisticamount of-the dollaru they lose. The Common 

problems that retired people take to Smal~ Cla~ms Court ~re in-. 

complete mobile home transactions, unnecessary health insurance, 

home repairs and rent deposit returns. Low income common problems 

are tenant-landlord relations, used car purchase and auto repair 

problems. At this point I am going to go into our mediation and 

We have formulized our mediation program about 2~ years ago•. 

M~d~iation is offered when two partieswant to settle a dispute 

but are unable to. .We~in~ite them in under the following 

conditions, that each party be willing to compromise and that 

it take place in our office which is neutral territory. A 

modi~tion is~ set up where each person has an opportunity to 

share their problem u~interrUpted. TheD we discuss• the things 

that were brought up in each person's statement of what has 

happened, look at compromises, and then set up a timetable for 

the problem to be resolved. Every mediation that has been~done 

by our office so far has been resolved. Our education programs 

that are incorporated into our tigh t budget~ the programs have 
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made consumers more aware of their purchases in the marketplace 

an~ ! feel that for a retired population that times have changed 

drastically from their business days when a verbal agreement was 

all that was necessary, to now when anya~reement in the market- 

place needs to be ~n writing. These people need consumer tips 

before they get ripped-off and the best place to provide them 

with this information is at the retired community celtters 

throughout California. We, at the local agency level,, try to 

provide services to these centers b~t we are responsible to the 

entire county. My suggestion to you is' when fund~ing retirement 

centers to include •funds for consumer education for £hese people. 

Low ~inco~? and Spanish-speaking people need informal!on and 

programs t~ken to them. In Santa Cruz County we have taken it 

to the health clinic where people wait for services for 3 and 

4 hours. The information needs to be presented in a simple and 

entertiining man.er. That concludes my testimony. 

I had a couple of comments on things that were said 

• today and you asked earlier abou,t some of the things that can 

be done • rather than legislation or ,to help solve some of the 

problems and as you heard some of our attorneys ihere, it is 

very difficult to file a lot of" the consumer cases and ! think 

as we think of consumer legislation, we need to allow consumers 

to file ~or things in Small Claims Court other than just damages 

which they are allowed to at this point. An example is in 

tenant-landlord law consumers are ailowed to file for $200 

~npunitive damages. In.Santa cruz County until recently, the 
j 

judges wouldn't award $200.00 punitive damages because they 

really didn't think the consumer was injured and some of our 
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judges say they still don't agree With the terminology but 

they are beginning to see that when landlords aren't returning 

cleposits that it's only fair that the consumer have some kind of 

finnncia! adjustment made. I would also like to tell you as an : 

educator on a part-t/me basis at the Community Collegew that 

consumer education needs to begin in kindergarten. I teach. " 

adults from 18 to 60 and i~,m teaching them many things they 

should have known a long toime ago and are learning a little bit 

late in life. I will put in a pitch for the State C0mpleat 

Consumer Catalog I use as a textbook in my ulassroom. 

CHAIR~L%NLOCKYER: Any questions? All right, thank 

you Kathie. is Ruth Robinson here~ Did You want to say some- 

thing too? come on forward, 

RUTH ROBINSON: Myname is Mrs. Ruth Robinson and I 

am PR for ANCM~thers Welfare Rights Organization. My concern is, 

and it's been the concern of some of a number of clients we have 

had in our off,ice is that you're talking about consumer fraud 

and I'm greatly concerned about the poor people who have bought 

houses under HUD, under the various programs and six months to a 

year after they have lived ~n the houses, the hOuses start 

falling apart and they have nobody to go to as a recourse to 

g~t satisfaction to get the housesl fixed up and I wan't tQ know 

what you are going ta do about this because, myself for an 

example, I bought my house through HUD and there were a number 

of things wrong with my house because I watched it being 

rehabilitated and my father at that tim~ was a licensed con- 

tractor. He saw things that were wrong and he said "Well, 

don't worry about it because • it won't pass inspection!'. But 
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the house did pass inspection and.lbought the house• I didn't -. 

have a washer and dryer when I mo~ed in. I got'oneabout 5 years . 

later. Six months after using my washer and dryer, I found out 

that the water that emptied out was running out up. under my house." 

And the pipe that came from that pipe was just an empty pipe 

hanging out from under • my house and it wasn't connected tO the 

sewer, but the house passed inspection. So there has to be 

somebody on the take somewhere for these houses to pass inspec- 

tion. 

CHAIRMAN L0CKYER: It's a question that frequently 

tom•sup whether large contracting jobs are occurring whe£her 

it's houses or other major construction and are not being 

adequately inspected. One of the hearings we are having this 

fall later o~ is to try to start looking at that system of 

whether consumers are protected or not. With respect to this 

specific one, when ~t's a HUb property, since that's a federal 

program, we're going to have to check in with the Feds to see 

if they have a Way of tightening up thei•r procedures, But 

what I'd like to sugge6t, Ruth, is I have your address and 

phone and I will make sure that someone from the federal office 

contacts you aboutat least that parti~iar problem. " 

MRS. ROBINSON= I contacted them after I found out 

it had happened and they told me there wasn't anything they 

~ould do about it. 

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Well, let me check and if that's 

what they say, then that's what we'll tell you. 

..MRS. ROBINSON: The problem's been solved now, but 
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what i'm saying is I had to spend money Out of my own pocket to - 

• fix something that should have:been .fixed. before .the house, was 

even soldo i have light switches that don'teven connect to 

anything. ,. 
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CHAIRMAN LQCKYER~ Weneed to have some kind of 

b e t t e r  i n s p e c t i o n  programs presumably a n d w e ' r e  b e g i n n i n g  t o  s t a r t  " 

looking into that issue ourselves. 

MRS. ROBINSON: I think they owe the poor people .especially 

who buy houses under these programs, some type of recourse to go 

to when they buy a house and it slowly starts falling apart and 

then you call them• and they say there's nothing they can do 

about it. 

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Presumably, people assume when they 

I have the ok. of a federal agency that it's been checked out and 
! 

that Sort of thing. 

-MRS. ROBINSON: Z ,can remember back in the ' 50 ' s when " " 
• \ 

you b0ught a house through ~ it lmeant something° You had .an . ~\ 

A-I house but now. buying a house from HUD doesn't mean any more 

than if you have a 6 year old~ child come in and inspect it. 

This is bad. 

CHAIRMAN L0CKYER: Thank you, RU~ho Anyone else? ~ 

Otherwise, I think we are ready to wrap :it up for the day. What 

we do is review the. comments everyone has made and try to look 

for possible leg-islative remed-ies that we ~ght h'ave introduced 

in the form of a bill next year and so that process will begin 

now with careful scrutiny and thought about the test~imony that's 

been given° I would Just like to thank r-hose of you who did 
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testi£y for part.oicipating and those who have an interest .in 

this area for joining• us and~ hope that you wil I stay inl contact 

with the men~ers of the Committee and staff so ~ha~ we might 

. . . . . .  continue to do our job. Thanks, a lot. 
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